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PART I: HYPERINFLATIONAND CHRONIC INFLATION

I. Introduction
Latin Americancountriesprovide the best living laboratoryto study
inflationaryprocessesand stabilizationprograms. Chronic inflationis a
startlingfeature of the region, with inflationrates ranging from low to
moderate in countriessuch as Colombia,Ecuador,and Venezuela,to high and
acceleratingover the years in Argentina,Brazil and Mexico, culminatingin an
explodinghyperinflationaryprocessmore recentlyin Bolivia. Despite the
large number of stabilizationprograms implementedover the years inflation
does not show any signs of retreating. If anything,in the last few years the
inflationaryprocess has all but acceleratedand even spread to countries that
had a traditionof price stability.
The debt crisis starteda new chapter in the history of inflation.
In a very short span we have observedan accelerationof inflationand a large
variety of stabilizationprograms. Success in fightinginflationhas at best
been temporary,and in most cases inflationacceleratedonce the stabilization
programswere abandoned. The one exception is Bolivia where the orthodox
approachof tight monetaryand fiscal policieshas so far replicatedthe
success of the 1920s in fightinghyperinflationin the Central European
countries. Stabilizationwas achievedsurprisinglyquickly and with
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relatively low costs. The Bolivianexperience,however,appears in many
respects to be an isolatedcase. In most other instanceswhere the orthodox
policies were applied, inflationcame down very slowly, and the stabilization
process was accompaniedby a reduction in growth and increases in
unemployment.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the experiencewith orthodox
stabilizationpoliciesbased on the results of programs implementedin various
Latin American countries, By "orthodox"we mean policiesbased on a tight
fiscal stance which are not supportedby a system of price controls (the
latter play an importantrole in "heterodox"policies to which we shall refer
very briefly). We will attempt to elucidate the strengthsand weaknessesof
the orthodox approach,to disentanglethe similaritiesand differencesamong
various programsand to extract the relevant lessons from these experiences.
Our focus will be on a limited number of topics that are central to the
understandingof disinflationpolicies.
One central issue are the differencesbetween chronic inflation
(definedas a long period of moderatelyhigh inflation)and hyperinflation
regarding the dynamic behaviorof prices and wages. These are particularly
relevantto explain the reasons that make the quick disinflationin Bolivia a
unique and clearly differentiatedcase. The paper also tries to shed new
light on the relationshipbetween budget deficitsand inflation. Is inflation
always and everywherein Latin America a fiscal phenomenon? Do reductionsin
the budget deficit always result in lower inflationrates? Our study suggests
that sound fiscal policy is a necessary,though no sufficient,condition for
price stability,sound managementof nominal variables (e.g. the exchangerate
and/or the money supply) are crucial for the effectivenessof the program.

NL-2/2-1-88
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In chronic inflationcountries standardorthodox policiesdo not
attain reduntionsin inflationthat are comensurate with the size of the
adjustment. The external circumstancesunder which stabilizationprogramsare
launchedand tLe existence of inflation inertia are two importantreasons for
this result. We will now discuss them in more detail.
The most serious and comprehensivestabilizationprogramswere
launchedat times when countrieswere experiencinghigh inflationas well as
balance of paymentsproblems. The available evidencesuggeststhat most of
the improvementswere in the external front while little, if any, gains were
obtained against inflation. Since the externalconstrainttends to represent
a more pressing concern for the authorities,tight fiscal polic;- ze usually
accompaniedby a large devaluationof the exchangerate, which eL..-.
pressureson domesticprices and in most cases also destabilizesthe long term
rate of inflation. The mechanism by which a step devaluationcan lead to a
permanentincrease in the rate of inflation is less than clear and still
awaits a thoroughexplanation,though in this paper we advance some plausible
reasons for this relationship.
Downward rigidityof inflation in chronic inflationhas been a major
concern for policy makers. Over the years a growing literaturehas developed
that attempts to explain the existenceof inertiaor persistencein the rate
of inflation. Backwardindexationof wages, discussedamong others in Bacha
and Lopez (1983) and Arida and Lara Resende (1985), is perhaps the most widely
acceptedone. According to this theory backward indexationintroducesmemory
into the system making sudden reductionsin inflationunlikely. The existence
of staggeredcontractseven if they have forward looking elements, is a second
source of inflationrigidities. This will clearly be the case in an economy
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where there are Taylor type contracts in which nominal wages are set on the
basis of present and expected future average wages. The inertialforces are
present in th': framework because the average current wage includeswages that
were set in past periods. These two types of inertia are tied to the
"technology"or institutionalarrangementsprevailingin the economy. There
is a tUiird,and probablymore important,factor that can cause price inertia:
credibility. The problems created by credibilityare emphasizedin the recent
works by Dornbuscr and Simonsen (1986), Simonsen (1987), and Persson and
van Wijnbergen(198,).
In countrieswn~-e there is a long history of failure of
stabilizationprogramsagents become skepticalabout the success of any new
attempt. The first reaction could well be one of wait and see until the new
program demonstratesthat it is serious and effective in dealing with
inflation. However, to the extent that agents have the power to set nominal
contracts (wages or prices), inflation is likely to continue at levels that
are close to the ones prevailingprior to the beginningof the stabilization
attempt thus underminingthe success of the program.
Our analysisof orthodox stabilizationpolicies is structuredas
follows. In Part I we analyze in detail the questionof why were purely
orthodoxpoliciesespeciallyeffectivein stoppinghyperinflations(in
particularthe Bolivianone) as opposed to chronic inflationprocesses. We
put special emphasison the eliminationof inertia through the process of
hyperinflationwhich explains the quick reactionof hyperinflationto
stabilizationpolicies. We also claim that the identificationof the cause
for inflationaryaccelerationwith the erosion of governmentrevenuesand the
unsustainablenature of the hyperinflationaryprocess create the required

-5-
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credibilityfor the stabilizationpolicieswhich are based on a combinationof
a fiscal adjastmentand exchangerate pegging. We clain that the foregoing
conditionsare not applicableto chronic inflationcountries.
In Part II we turn to chronic inflationcountries and analyze three
basic

types of stabillzation. The first type is based almost exclusivelyon

the fiscal adjustment. We point out analyticallythe major weaknessof this
approach (as far as inflationis concerncd)--namely,
lack of nominal anchors-and base the empiricalanalysis on the experiencesof Brazil and Mexico in the
1980s. Using these experienceswe try to explain the paradox of the joint
occurrenceof a sharp cut in the fiscal deficit and an upsurge in the
inflationplateau.
We explain the paradox by twa considerations. First, inflationcan
be accommodatedby central bank policy in spite of a substantialfiscai
adjustment. Secondly,the inflationarypoliciesin the aforementionedMexican
and Braziliancases were motivated by the difficultiesin the external sector,
a scenariowhich we describedearlier. These created an incentiveto step up
devaluationsand inflationto a higher plateau in order to erode the real wage
in a system of (formalor informal)indexation. Clearly the adherence to
nominal anchors was abandonedas part of an effort to equilibratethe external
sector.
This leads us to consider programswhich do employ nominal anchors
in conjunctionwith the fiscal adjustments. In this category we consider
first the strategyof using money as the nominal anchor. We point out the
difficultiesinherentin this approach in view of inertialforces and
credibilityproblems. We base the empiricalanalysison the policiesemployed
in Chile and Argentinaby the military regives in the mid 1970s. It was
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especiallythe monetary crunch in Chile in 1974-75which involveda high
social cost in terms of unemployment.
Finally, we examine the exchangerate based stabilizationswhich
often evolve out of the monete-y-1hscalpackage described earlier. We analyze
the relationshipbetween excLaL' s rate and fiscal policies in the short and
long run, highlightingthe role of credibilityissues. The empirical analysis
is based on four stabilizationscarried out by Argentina in the past thirty
years as well as on the experiencesof Chile and Uruguay around the end of the
1970s.
While in the case of Argentina the main cause for the eventual
failure of these policieswas lack of persistencein fiscal disciplnie,this
was not the case in Chile. The source of the difficultiesin the latter case
seems to be related to inertialforces based in part on backward indexation,
as well as on other institutionaldownwardrigiditiesin the real wage. This
was exacerbatedby an unduly long insistenceon maintaininga fixed exchange
rate in spite of lack of credibilityin the ability of the domestic price
mechanismsto correct the overvaluationwithout recourse to a major
devaluation.
In the final part of the paper we consider the long run view which
extends beyond specificprogramsand emphasizesthe importanceof persistence
in fiscal disciplineand in adherence to nominal anchors. We concludewith
some remarks on thc potentialusefulnessof the "heterodox"alternative.

IL-2/2-1-88
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II. StoppingChronic Inflationand Hyperinflation
1. StoppingHyperinflationsThe Case of Bolivia
During the sixties and seventiesBolivia had moderate inflation
rates by Latin American standards. The worse inflationaryepisodes occurred
in the mid-fiftieswhen the annual inflationrate remainedabove 100 percent
for a number of years. This period was characterizedby political instability,
fiscal deficits and by inflationarypressureswhich were suppressedby the
severe price controlswhich were later eliminatedin the successful
stabilizationof late 1956 (Eder 1968). Since the late 1950s inflationhas
been fairly low, noting that the country vas on a fixed exchange rate regime
(with only two devaluationstill 1982). In recent years, however, there was a
drastic accelerationin price increasesand Bolivia had the dubious honor of
joining the selectedgroup of countriesthat underwenthyperinflation.
There seems to be some agreementthat the hyperinflationary
developmentswere triggeredby a sharp reductionof external funds which at
the time were used to finance the budget deficit (see Sachs (1986) and Morales
(1987a)). During most of the seventiesand early eighties Bolivia received
positiveexternal net resourcetransferssince net new lending exceedednet
interestpayments. The situationtook a drastic turn in 1982 and by 1983 net
externalresource transfers,which had already turned negative in 1982,
reached -5.6 percent of GDP. Indeed, 1982 signs the beginningof the
relentlessaccelerationin inflation. Since then, deficits had to be financed
through domestic resources. Seigniorage,which during most of the seventies
remainedat 2 percent of CDP, all of a sudden jumped to 12Z of GDP and it
remainedaround those levels until the end of the hyperinflation. The
increases in the money supply in turn fed on inflationwhich in August 1985
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reached an annualizedlevel of over 45,000 percent.-1 The continuous
accelerationin inflationeroded governmentrevenues,which by 1985 were a
meager 1.3 percent of GDP. The fiscal accountswere in disarrayand the
budget deficit mounted to 20 percent of GDP. By that time the situationwas
not sustainable(see Morales (1987a])as there was no stationaryrate of
inflation that could finance the large injectionsof money. In the absence of
any drastic measures the prospectswere for inflation to increaseon an
explosive path.
The general deteriorationin the economy prompted early elections,
and Paz Estensiorotook power in August 1985. On August 29 a successful
stabilizationprogramwas launchedalong strictlyorthodox lines, which
stopped inflationright on its tracks. The Bolivian program was based on a
sharp cut in the budget deficit (from over 202 in 1983 and 1984 3-42 in 1986,
see Table 1), on monetary disciplineand on exchange rate stabilization[see
Sachs (1986) and Morales (1987b)J. The abrupt stoppingof inflationdid not
have a clear impact on output; although chere was a reductionin economic
growth and an increase in unemployment,this could be attributedto the
deteriorationof the general conditionsduring the hyperinflationyears and to
the drastic deteriorationin the terms of trade in October 1985. The drastic

1/ Kharas and Pinto provide a slightlydifferent interpretationof the
developmentof hyperinflationin Bolivia. While recognizingthat fiscal
deficitswere an importantelement in the inflationaryprocess, they
considerthat the main caase for the increasesin inflationwas "a policy
rule to devalue the officialnominal exchange rate according to movements
in the black market" (p.l).
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reduction in inflationwith relativelysmall costsY! followed the pattern of
the classical Europeanhyperinflationa,as documented in numerous studies [see
e.g. Sargent (1986)).
The success of this program stands in sharp oppomitionto the mixed
results obtained by orthodoxprograms in the so-called"chronic inflation"
countries. Stopping inflationin these countries is usually full of obstacles
and strict fizcal disciplinehas not been a sufficientconditionto ensure
success. In order to deal with this fundamentalproblem we will first
consider the reasons for Bolivia'ssuccess in bringingabout an abrupt stqp to
inflation and examine whether there are underlying structuraldifferencesin
the price mechanism between hyperinflationand chronic inflationthus
requiringdifferent stabilizationstrategies.
2. Credibilityand Stabilization
In explainingthe difficultiesencounteredby stabilizationprograms
in Latin America great stress is put on the credibilityof the policies. Did
the Bolivianprogram enjoy greater credibility? Sachs (1986) argues
convincinglythat the program did not seem very crediblefrom the point of
view of sustainabilityin the light of the shaky political setting. He
claims, however, that long run credibility[of the type required by Sargent
(1986)] is not necessary for short run stabilizationas long as the exchange
rate is stabilized.

l/ The costs may perhaps have been larger than those suggestedby the data on
unemploymentand growth in table 1. The cuts in governmentexpenditure
had a significanteffect on governmentprovided social servicesand public
investment,which could affect growth in the future. For a discussionof
this aspect, see Morales (1987.b).

WL-2/2-1-88
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rhis thesis is quite obvious for an economy based only on
tradeables,given the law of one price. Inflationcan then be stopped
immediatelyby fixing the exchangerate and the short-runsustainabilitywill
be supportedby the increasein internationalreservesresulting from the
increasein the demand for money. If the budget is balanced then the
situationis tustainablein the longer run. If not, then it will be
sustainabletill reserves fall to the point which triggersa balance of
payment crisis &'la Krugman (1979) (if the policy is not reversedbefore
that).
The possibilityof stoppinghyperinflationby exchange rate
stabilization,even if it is temporary,can be extended to a model which
includesnontradeablesand is based on agents with a long forward looking
view. It is however essential that the system should be free of inertial
forces. This conditionmay be reasonablywell satisfiedin advanced stages of
the hyperinflationary
process,as we shall explain later.
This idea can be illustratedby a simple example from a recent study
[Drazenand Helpman (1986)]which uses a Sidrauskitype model with separable
utility for money and goods, where the latter includeboth traded and
nontraded categories. The equilibriumconditionsincludel/the followingt

c(t)

y_

I/ Other conditionsinclude the transversalityconditionsfor bonds and the
conditionfor optimal money holdings. The transversalityconditions imply
that the governmentis solvent but this does not rule out the possibility
of inflationaryfinance.

kL-2/2-1-88
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0

- in)

E

wherecn, gn and yn are privateand governmentconsumption
of non-tradedgoods
and Yn is the endowmentof thesegoods. ul is the marginalutilityof traded
goods(c). Pn is the nominalpriceof non-tradedgoodsand e is the nominal
exchangerate (theworldprice

tradeablesis constant).0 is the marginal

utilityof wealthand S is the marginalrate of substitution
betweencn and c.
Since0 is constantover timealongthe optimalpath c must be
constantover time (t) if gn is constant(a constantvalueis denotedby a
bar). It thereforefollowsthatthe realexchangerate - is constantand so
Pn
Pn must be constantwhen E is constant.This doesnot dependon the current
stateof the budgetdeficit. Even if it is knownwith certaintythat in the
futurethe government
will raisethe rateof devaluation,
priceswill remain
stabilized
nominallytill thatdate.
The issueof credibility
in the long-runconsistency
of fiscal
policieswith the fixedexchangeratearisesin a worldof uncertainty
and has
some implications
for the stabilization
policy. In particular
a low degreeof
fiscalcredibility
will limitthe foreignborrowingpotentialof the central
bank. This in turnwill placeconstraints
on the government's
abilityto run
deficits. Specifically,
supposethatfollowingthe stabilization
of the
exchangerate,the government
is stillrunninga deficitand losing
resetves.Then a balanceof paymentscrisismay emergeeven if the government
plansto offsetthe currentdeficitsby futuresurpluses(thisissuewill be
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discussed further in Section 4, Part II). These considerationsmay explain
why a combinationof both current fiscal adjustmentand pegging of the
exchangerate are usually employed in stoppinghyperinflation.
When inertia due to staggeredcontracts is not eliminated (as is the
case of chronic inflationcountries)domestic prices (influencedby nont:adeables)will continuerising because of the influenceof past contracts.
Lack of credibilityin the sustainabilityof stabilizationpolicieswill be
reflected in current contractscausing an additionaldownward rigidity in
inflationand a real appreciation.
While Sach's thesis seems quite convincingto us we should mention
that most analysts of the Bolivian experimenttend to attribute to the fiscal
adjustmentnot only longer run stabilizationbut also the short run success.
In their view the exchangerate had a secondaryrole--essentially
an
endogenousoutcome of fiscal stabilization. It is interestingto note that a
similar debate regarding the roles of fiscal and exchange rate policies for
stoppinghyperinflationhas arisen in connectionwith the German
hyperinflationof the 1920s (Dornbusch(1987)].
The fiscal interpretationhas to explain how the credibilityissue
is resolvedwith the announcementof the stabilizationprogram. Specifially,
if the exchangerate stabilizationis not binding then one needs credibility
in the government'sdeterminationto stop monetary accommodationto
inflation. In the absence of this credibilitywage and price setters will
continuethe inflationarytrend expectingthe central bank to accommodate.
This may force the governmentto give in and accommodatethese expectations.
How is it then that the fiscal adjustmentwas sufficientto generate the
requiredcredibilityand put an immediate stop to inflation?

NL-2/2-1-88
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This may be explainedby several considerations. In hyperinflationaryeconomies the cause of the process is very clearly identified
with printingmoney to finance the budget deficit since most of the tax base
is eroded by inflation. Thereforeeliminationof the central bank's finance
of the budget deficit is viewed as a removal of the cause of inflation. This
considerationis reinforcedby the fact that after some point inflationand
printingof money can be used only for one purpose--thefiscal one (it is not
possibleto change real assets or relativeprices by steppingup inflationor
devaluationeven more).
Another considerationwhich makes the fiscal solutionstick is that
after some point, hyperinflationis not sustainableeven in the short run.
Thereforeany solutionwhich is feasible (even in the short run) tends to be
acceptedas workableand credible.!'
We must finally mention the fact that Bolivia, like other countries
which experienceda hyperinflationaryprocess,is not normallya high
inflationcountry. The hyperinflationaryprocess is consideredas an isolated
episodewhich is not characteristicof normal times. Therefore stabilityis
more credible.
3.

Eliminationof Inertia Through Hyperinflation
One of the main reasons which is often advanced to explain the

comparativeeasinessof stoppinghyperinflation,in contrast to chronic
inflations,is the eradicationof inflationaryinertia by the very process of

1/ Some support for this considerationis suggestedby the fact that Bolivia
did not eliminate fully the budget deficit (which remained at a faily high
level of 3-4X of GDP); but it did stop financingthe deficit by printing
money. Thus it was the feasibilityof the short run solutionwhich was
sufficientto attain stability.
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hyperinflation[Pazos (1972)]. In moderate to low inflationeconomies there
are explicit or implicit staggerednominal contractswhich tend to increase
the uemory of the system. The longer the duration of the nominal contracts
the larger the amount of persistencethat prices are likely to portray (Taylor
1979). As inflationincreases,the durationof nominal contracts starts to
shrink (Pazo. 1972), and they become almost entirely synchronizedduring
hyperinflations. Thus, hyperinflation,to a large extent, resemblesa system
of fully flexibleprices and wages with no nominal rigiditiestwith the
potential of respondingvery quickly to disinflationarymeasures. Inflation
becomes a balloon which can be pulled down very rapidly.
An additionalfactor that helped the eliminationof price inertia
was the synchronizationof prices that resulted from what is sometimestermed
dollarizationof the economy. Pari pasu with the increasesin the rate of
inflation the US dollar started to play a greater role as the unit of
account. A larger number of prices were quoted in dollars, althoughthe
domesticcurrencycontinued to be used as a means of payments. The
dollarizationamountedto an eliminationof fixed nominal contracts,in fact,
prices were "indexed"daily to the dollar, whose value was freely determined
in the parallelforeign exchangemarket. Dollarizationhas at least two
potential advantagesfor rapid disinflation. First, it contributesto a
greater synchronizationof price decisions thus avoiding the distortionsin
relative prices that results from staggerednominal contracts. Second, it
provides the authoritiesa natural and market-wideobservednominal variable
that can be used as a nominal anchor in a disinflation. Stabilizingthe value
of the dollar amounts to stability in domesticprices.

- 15 -
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The quick responseof inflationto the policy measuresof September
1985 is apparent from Table 2.

The free market exchange rate appreciated

im_ediatelyafter the introductionof the stabilizationpackage,while prices
stabilizedjust one week later.!/ The speed of the adjustmentIs similar to
the one observed in the Europeanhyperinflationsof the 1920s. This
responsiveness,however,worked In the oppositedirection as well. For
example, the r' axationof fiscal control in December 1985 and early 1986, and
other developments,caused a rapid upsurge in inflationbringingit back close
to the hyperinflationlevels. Exchangerate stabilizationand tight fiscal
control reestablishedprice stabilityalmost immediately(see Table 3). As we
shall see, one does not find rapid reactionof Inflation to equivalentpolicy
measures
4.

in other

orthodox

stabilizations

In Latin

America.

Stabilization,Inertiaand ExternalShocks
Another basic implicationof the rationalinertialessmodeL2/ is

that stabilizatLonof LnflatLonls Ludependentof requiredadjustmentsin
relativeprlces that could result, for exaple, from externalshocks. Thus,
If the system is subjectedto an unexpecteddeteriorationln the terms of
trade

then thls

inflatlon.
lnflatLon

will

only cause a temporarylevel-shockto prices or

However, the flrst
will

be stablizted

order

optLiality

ln the short

conditionsstill imply that

run if the exchangerate is

stabllizedand that lt will be stabilizedln the long run as well if the
budget is not fLnancedby the inflationtax.

1/

The lag ln the responseof prices was partly due to the eliminationof
repressed
LiflatLon,
the devaluationof the officialexchange rate and
statlstlcal
problems (Moraler 1987b).

2

By this

we refer

to the Sidrauskitype model discussed ln sectlon 2.
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This implicationseems to be borne out in a strikingmanner in the
Bolivianexperimentwhere the collapse of the tin market in October 1985 put a
most severe strain on the stabilizationprogram (see Morales (1987b)]. This
was followedby a massive devaluationof the peso in November. In the next
month there was an accelerationin inflationand a further increase in the
budget deficit. By January inflationwas once again above 30 percent (Table
3). However,as noted earlier,with the full stabilization-lof the exchange
rate and the budgetarymeasures taken on January 18, 1986 inflationwas
brought again unidercompletecontrol. This aspect of the rationalmodel is of
great significancefor our later comparisonsbetween Bolivianand other
stabilizationswhere supply shocks did slow down the reaction to
disinflationarypolicies.
S. The Ability to Prevent Hyperinflation
In view of the argumentof Seetion 3 one may speculatewhether a
hyperinflationwould not be beneficialfor chronic inflationcountriesas a
means of overcominginflationaryinertia. This is a purely hypothetical
question since for the governmenthyperinflationmay mean politicalruin,
while this event is not inescapable. The fact is that chronic inflation
countrieshave developedcomprehensivemechanismsto live with inflationwhich
are based on formal and informal indexationand on discretionaryadjustments
in private and public accounts. Up to the present stage in the inflationary
process, these mechanismsprevented slippage into hyperinflation.

/ In the early stage of stabilizationthe governmentdid not actually peg
the exchangerate but rather prevented it from appreciating. However,
Sachs argues that this amounts to effectivepegging given the pressure
towards appreciationas householdsrebuilt their real money balances.

- 17 -
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This feature of chronic Inflationcountriesis beat reflected by the
behaviorof governmentrevenuesduring inflationaryaccelerations. We have
noted that a well known featureof hyperinflationaryprocessesis that the
revenue base is eroded by inflation(the Olivera-Tansieffect) thus
exacerbatinginflationaryacceleration(see Table 4 for European
hyperinflations). Boliviaseems to have followed this pattern in the 1980s
while chronic inflationcountrieshave not. It can be seen in Table 4 that as
inflationbegan to acceleratein Bolivia,revenues (as percent GDP) dropped
from 9.51

x

1.3%. Note also that this percentagewas 2.6Z in 1983 when the

economy was not yet in a full hyperinflationary
state, the annual rate of
inflationbeing 276Z.
This contrastssharply with the chronic inflationcountrieswhich
also experienceda sharp accelerationof Inflationfollowingthe external
shocks of the late 1970s and the debt crises of the 1980s. Thus, in Argentina
inflationrose from around 100% In 1981 to around 600Z in 1984, while public
sector revenuesdropped only temporarilyin 1982 and 1983 (only by about 3% of
GDP) and were restoredin 1984. Similar robustnessof revenuescan be seen in
Brasil (Table 4) as well as in other chronic inflationcountries. It seems
thereforethat the latter countrieshave developedadjustablerevenue
structures

which enabled

hyperinflationary

them up to this

stage,

to diminish

the risk

of

developments.

The ability to prevent hyperinflationis also related to the size
and sophisticationof the financialmarkets. When the governmentcan finance
its deficit through bonds, temporaryincreasesin the budget deficit do not
necessarilyresult in IncreasesIn the money supply. As a side comment,one
should add that in chronic inflationcountriesthese bonds are usually Indexed
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or adjustablerate obligationswhich yield (at least ex-ante)a positive
return. On the other hand, in the absence of such instrumentsa temporary
deficit may lend to hyperinflationwhen foreign finance is not available.l/
Thus, if the increase in governmenttotal deficit (domesticplus foreign)
leads to excessive finance by seignioragethen the economy may land on a
hyperinflationarytrajectory.
These considerationsare representedby Figure 1. In panel la D and
D' representthe government'sbudget equation for a given deficit under steady
state conditions. If this curve intersectsthe demand curve for money (md) at
A then we have an equilibriumwith a constant level of inflation. However, if
D is above md there is no steady state solutionand the economy must embark on
a hyperinflationaryprocess.
This last point is illustratedin Figure lb in the space (m,m) which
representsreal money balances and their rate of change. The underlyingmodel
is presented in Kiguel (1986). Each trajectorycorrespondsto a given level
of real seigniorage. In a normal situationthe economy is in a stable
equilibriumat point A. As the constantseigniorageincreasesthe TT schedule
shifts down. However,once seignioragebecomes excessive,there is no
stationaryrate of inflationthat can be used to finance the deficit and the
economywill be on TIT, which representsa hyperinflationarymotion. This
type of developmentis consistentwith the data on inflationaryacceleration
in Table 1.

1/ This argumentabout the role of indexed bonds should be qualified in view
of the possibilitythat the very introductionof the latter bonds may
reduce the demand for money. This implies a shrinkageof the base of the
inflationtax and thereforemore inflation(if the elasticityof the
demand for money is less than unitary). However, if close substitutesfor
indexedinstrumentwere already in use then the addition of indexed bonds
may not affect the demand for money appreciably.
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This interpretationof the Bolivian hyperinflationstands in
contrastwith that of Sachs (1986) Kharas and Pinto (1987) and Krause
(1987). Although these authors explain the higher inflationrates as
resultingfrom higher seignioragelevels, they view the accelerationof
inflationas just a transitoryphase in the way to a new higher stationary
inflationlevel (Sachs, ibid., pp. 12-13; Kharas and Pinto (1987),
Abstract]. In terms of figure lA, this would correspondto a movement from A
to A' where as a result of larger seignioragethe economy eventuallyreaches a
new long run stable equilibrium.
It is interestingto note that 3achs reports seignioragelevels of
around 12X for Bolivia from 1982 through 1985 (prior to stabilization)which
is clearly in excess of a sustainablelevel (see also Table 5). On the other
hand, chronic inflationcountriesmay develop large deficitswhich are
financedtemporarilyin a non-monetizedmanner.
Perhaps the most dramaticexample of the latter possibilityis the
financeof Israel'shuge budget deficits(over 20Z of GDP) following1973. In
the 1970. only about one-tenthof the deficit (amountingto around 2X of GDP)
was financedby seigniorage[Liviatanand Piterman (1986)]. It can also be
seen in Table 4 that with the accelerationof inflationin Brazil in the early
1980s and with the large budget deficits in 1982 (Table 5) there was no
increasein the level of seigniorage.l/

1/ Argentina seems to be an intermediatecase where the level of seigniorage
(Table 5), which accompaniedinflationaryaccelerationin 1982-84,was
presumablyclose to a hyperinflationarytake-off.
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The ability of the chronic inflationcountries to prevent
hyperinflationarydevelopmentsl is one of the reasons for their inabilityto
provide a full cure for inflation. It seems that these countriesare trapped
in an odd equilibrium-- being too strong to permit a hyperinflationary
deteriorationand too weak to bring their fiscal and monetary policies under
appropriatecontrol.
6. The Consequencesof Limited Control Over Inflation
In what way does the ability to prevent hyperinflationcontributeto
inflationaryrigiditieswhich impede stabilizationefforts? First, in a nonhyperinflationarysituation inflationaryinertia due to staggeredcontracts is
still significant. As a result, stabilizationproceeds slowly and is strongly
influencedby lack of credibility(as a result of past history).
Secondly, since hyperinflationis not imminent the public realizes
that the need to reduce inflationis not inescapable(at least in the short
run). This reduces the public'sconvictionthat the governmentwill fight for
stoppinginflation. This factor introducesanother element of rigidity in the
public'sinflationaryexpectations. Thirdly,as noted earlier, in a
hyperinflationarysituationthe causes of inflationare directlyassociatedin
people'sminds with the budget deficit and with excessive seigniorage. It is
for this reason that the cure is also clear, namely a policy which prevents
the central bank from printingmoney to finance the deficit. The situation is
entirelydifferentwith a high inflationwhich does not reach the
hyperinflationarystage.

I/ It is conceivablethat in the future new types of hyperinflationary
processeswill develop to which these countries are not immune.
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In the latter case the cause for a recent increase in inflationmay
be quite ambiguous. It could be linked to the managementof nominal
variables,to accommodationof nominal shocks and of course to the budget
deficit. The difficultyin obtaininga clear diagnosisof the inflationary
processmakes the cure more difficult. It reduces the government'sresolve in
dealing with inflationand underminesits credibility,thus introducinga
further element of expectationalrigidity.
We may note that Sargent,as representingthe rational expectations
school, attachesa criticalrole to the stabilizationpolicy being "widely
understoodand widely agreed upon." It is these conditionswhich, according
to Sargent,may enable a painlessand immediatestoppingof inflationboth in
hyperinflationor in moderate inflation (Sargent1986, Ch. 4, pp. 113-115).
But as we noted, in chronic inflationcountrieswhich developedmechanismsto
neutralizethe effect of inflationaryshocks, the causes of inflationary
developmentsare rather ambiguous. Hence Sargent'scondition for a once and
for all cure are not satisfied.
More specifically,what Sargent has in mind is a fiscal cure for
inflation. However, in chronic inflationcountriesinflationmay increase
(even in the long run) as a result of non-fiscalcauses. An instructive
example for this event is the upsurge of inflation in Brazil in the mid 1970s,
which took place with an apparentlybalancedbudget.
The latter upsurge seems to have been caused by external shocks with
the economy approachingfull employment,and by an accommodatingmonetary
policy. However, the basic causes for the rising of inflationmay be deeper,
and are in fact still controversial. The nature of the appropriatepolicies
for this situationis thereforerather unclear, reducingthe chances of a once
and for all cure.
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So far we took it for granted that some countriesdevelop mechanisms
for living with inflationwhile others do not, Why is it, however, that
Bolivia did not develop such mechanisms (accordingto Morales)while others
did? This is a difficult questionwhich requires further research.
Instead of offering an explanationwe simply point out again the
fact that Bolivia did not experienceextended periods of high inflationwhich
were consideredas a normal state of affairs. It is the latter type of
environmentwhich is conducive to the creation of indexationmechanisms.
Instead Bolivia was a low inflationcountry,which adopted a system of a fixed
exchange rate and which experiencedsome temporary inflationaryoutbursts.
These were associatedwith two hyperinflationarydevelopmentspreceding the
1956 and 1985 stabilizations,and with the devaluationof 1972.
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PART II* ORTHODOXSTABILIZATIONIN CHRONIC INFLATION COUNTRIES

III. InflationaryRigiditiesUnder AlternativeOrthodox Strategies
In the foregoingdiscussionwe pointed out difficultiesfor
obtainingquick response to stabilizationpolicies in chronic inflation
countrieswhen the "fundamental.,"and in particularthe government'sbudget,
are in a reasonablyb*lanced state. However, one of the main criticismsof
Latin American stabilizationsis that they do not deal with fundamentalsin a
serious way. According to this view the rigiditiesdue to inertia will
disappearonce the governmentwill have the convictionand political power to
carry out a full fledged orthodox stabilization.
In this part we shall examine the foregoingcriticism in view of a
number of past stabilizationefforts in Latin America. In particular,we
shall analyze in an impressionisticmanner the responsivenessof inflation to
some serious orthodox stabilizationprogramsbased on fiscal and monetary
measuresas well as other programsbased on a combinationof fiscal policies
and exchangerate stabilization.
1. Fiscal Deficit and MonetaryAccommodation
Before we approach the fiscal-monetarystabilizationswe have to
clarify some distinctionsbetween fiscal and monetary aspects of stabilization
and the way they are related to the concept of inertiaand monetary
accommodation. The related statisticalconceptsare primary,quasi-fiscaland
operationaldeficits.
We shall proceed by using a theoreticalexample adopted from a paper
by Calvo and Fernandez (1983). Consideran inflationtax model where the real
budget deficit (D) is defined as the differencebetween real expendituresand
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This definitioncorrespondsto what is.usually called primary deficit

(i.e., total expenditure,excluding interestpayments,minus taxes). The size
of D is determinedby the fiscal authoritywhile the monetary authoritiesare
in charge of financingthis deficit as well as of conductinga banking policy.
The central bank supplies the treasurywith base money to cover D
and in additionpays interest(ir) on private bank reserves. Assume for
simplicitythat money consists only of bank deposits (no currency) which earn
an interestid. Thus, bank reservesare identicalwith base money.
If i denotes the market-interestrate on commercialloans then in a
competitivebanking system we shall have

i(l-a) + ir a - id

(1)

where a is the constantreserve ratio , i.e.

h - aL

(2)

where h is the real value of the monetary base and L is the demand for real
bank deposits ('money'). We assume that L depends negativelyon i-idl/ which
by (1) equals a(i-idr. Assuming further that i equals the inflationrate
(w) we may writel/

1/ This representsthe opportunitycost of holding money.
2/ In the foregoinganalysisL should be consideredas representingtotal
deposits(both demand and saving).
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L - L (x)

,x

a(w-i r)

(3)

Now the budget deficit equation in steady state is given by
D

*

(w - ir)h which indicates that the seignioragewh is used to finance the

fiscal deficit and the interest on reserves. Then using (2), we may write

D - xL (x)

; x = a (x - ir)

(4)

which shows that a given D determinesx but not w. The latter will vary
inverselywith a (if v > ir) and directlywith ire
The followingexample brings out some importantconclusions. First,
a given budget deficit is consistentwith many inflationrates. Second, a
zero budget deficit is consistentwith any inflationlevel if ir = r. Thus,
if the central bank returns the entire seigniorageto the public in the form
of intereston bank reserves (which implies w = id) then inflation is
indeterminate.l/
one may ask why is it that
In view of the latter indeterminateness
the Sargent-typeschool of rationalexpectationsputs so much weight on
eliminatingD as an immediatecure for inflation. The answer would probably

be thatwhen D - 0 the "natural"solutionfor x -0 is x = ir = v = 0 rather
than ir =

>0 .

that sinceD = 0
by the presumption
This can be rationalized

"thereis no reason"for agentsto expectv > 0.

of v with D = 0
1/ Whenwe takeaccountof currencythe indeterminateness
requires,in addition,that the centralbankreturnsto the publicthe
amountof the inflationtax on currency.The lattercomponentwill be
smallwhen inflationis high,sincereal currencyholdingswill fall
relativeto interestbearingdeposits.
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This however would not be the case at all in situationswhere agents
have deep rooted expectationsfor continuedinflation. In that case the
central bank may decide to validate these expectationsthrough accommodating
monetary policy rather than face unemployment. The source of the inflationary
expectationsmay vary. It could result from a backward looking approach,from
a basic pessimismabout the government'sability to control inflationor from
the public'sexpectationsthat the governmentIntends to use inflation to
erode real wages and increaseemployment[as in Barro and Gordon (1983)J.
A balancedfiscal budget and absence of monetary accommodationare
thereforeconceptuallydifferent entities. There is no logical necessity to
identify D - 0 with v - 0. Thus D - 0 is not a sufficientconditionfor
w - 0.

It is however,a necessaryone. This follows from the fact that

aL7x)

r

Hencethe minimalvalueof s (witha - I and ir

O) is

'.-

D

> 0.

It will be useful to keep these ideas in mind when we deal with stabilization
experiences.
One may considerthe interestpaid on the monetary base (irh) as
"losses
f,regoing
implies

of the central
discussion

bank" or "quasi-fiscal
that

an end to inflation

elimination

deficit."

of fiscal

in the long run since

It is clear

plus quasi-fiscal

from the

deficits

D + irh - wh. It must be

realizedhowever that this involvesnot only the requirementthat the
governmentlives within its fiscal constraintbut also it should be willing to
grapple with the problem of stoppingaccommodatingstubborn inflationary
expectations.
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It should be noted that with monetary accommodationthe quasi-fiscal
deficit will respond endogenouslyto non-fiscalcauses of inflation
(originatingfor example in wage pushes or in the external sector). To take
an extreme example suppose that the proper fiscal def-cit (D) is zero but
there is full monetary accommodationto wage push inflation so that
- ir> 0. Then the quasi-fiscaldeficit (irh) can be viewed as the effect
rather than the cause of the increase in inflation. Therefore the inclusion
of the latter componentmay distort the causal interpretation.
Finally let as clarify the concept of "operationaldeficit." For
this purpose let us introducethe possibilityof bond finance. Then (ignoring
the private banking system)we have the budget equation

D + ib =

where i - r +

i

B

(r being the real interestrate), b =

B

is the real stock of

governmentbonds (B = nominal bonds, P = price level) and H and B
of new money and new bonds. Considera steady state, so that

B

are issues
v .t.Then if

b is constantacross steady states and D is constantwe obtain DP - D + rb - wh
which determinesv. Do is the " operationaldeficit"which is the relevant
concept for the determinationof v (is the long run) while D + ib - D

+

wb

representsthe "borrowingrequirements"which are determined indirectlyby De,
Thus, in this model the cause of long term inflationis the
operationaldeficit while "borrowingrequirements"are the effect. Note also
that if inflationincreasesbecause of other causes (import prices) then
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borrowing requirementswill be inflatedS1/ It is for these reasons that the
operationaldeficit is the more appropriateconcept for economicanalysis.
2. Flscal-basedStabilization
We have seen that a sharp cut In the budget deficit (from over 20Z
of GDP to 3X), in additionto exchange rate stebilizationled to an abrupt
halt of the hyperinflationary
process in Bolivia. We noted that the precise
role of the exchange rate in the stabilizationprocess is controversial.
There are those who think that the fiscal policy was the major factor not only
in the medium run but also in the initial stage of Bolivianstabilization.In
this section we shall compare the above results with some other orthodox
stabilizationswhich relied mainly on fiscal adjustmentsin a nonhyperinflationary
setting. We may recall the argumentwhich claims that in
general the fiscal adjustmentby Itself may not be sufficientfor
stabilization.
eO

The Mexican Stabilizationof 1983 _/
Let us begin with the Mexican stabilizationof 1983 which took place

on the backgroundof a swellingpublic sector deficit (with an operational
deficit reaching 101 of GDP In 1981), a record current account deficit
(reaching6.7% of GDP in 1981 comparedwith 2-3Z in 1977-79),a tremendous
increasein the public debt (doublingbetween 1980 and 1982 in dollar terms)
and uncontrolledIncreasesin nominal wages.

1/ With monetaryacco-odation by the Central Bank (as in the previousmodel)
the operationaldeficit may resain constant.
2/ This part is based on the excellentaccount of F. G. Diaz (1983) in
'Macroeconomic policles,
adjustment
and growth in the long run (Mexico's
experience,"World Bank sanuscript,
and IMF and World Bank data.
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In 1982 (the last year of the Lopez Portillo administration)the
governmentreacted by massive devaluation(70X in February 1982 followed by
452 in August)l/ and announcinga moderate (3Z) cut in the Federal budget.
This led to an accelerationof inflationfrom a rate of around 20-30Z in 197881 to about 100X in 1982.
The drastic adjustmentbegan in 1983 under the new administrationof
Miguel de la Madrid who implementeda cut in the operational2/ budget deficit
from a level of 102 of CDP in 1981 and 6.52 in 1982 to a 2.1Z in 1983-85 (see
Table 6a). According to an alternativeestimate there was in fact a small
surplus in the latter years.3/ Note also the even larger reduction in the
primary deficit (excludinginterestpaymentsaltogether),falling by 14X of
CDP between 1981 and 1983.
As a result of the shock treatmentreal GDP fell by 52 in 1983.
Moreover, in spite of the sharp fiscal measures, and the general recessionary
shock, inflation (measuredby GDP deflator)remained around an annual rate of
902 in 1983, falling to around 602 in 1984-5 end then rising to 80Z in

1/ The second devaluationwas accompaniedby a segmentationof the market for
foreign exchange. The actual devaluationwould be much higher (over 1002)
if we were to considerthe value of the dollar in the free market.
2/ This includesreal intereston the public debt on the expenditureside. A
surprisejump in inflationmay create a spuriousnegative relationship
with the operationaldeficit if the debt is not indexed and consequently
the statisticalex-post real interestrate may become negative. This
problem does not arise in Brazil where internaldebt is indexed,but seems
to have biased downward, to some extent, the operationaldeficit for
Mexico for 1982. This difficultydoes not arise of course for the primary
deficit
3/ This is when governmentloans to the private sector are excluded from the
expenditureside, which seems to be a more sensibleprocedure. See Dias,
op.cit.,Table A-50.
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1986.1/ It seems quite clear that inflationrose to a new plateau following
the eliminationof the operationalbudget deficit. The program was however
successfulin dealing with the current account which moved from a deficit of
6.7Z of GDP to a surplus of 3.8X in 1983 and 2.51 in 1984.
b.

Brazil 1983-4
The developmentsin Brazil since 1979 are similar to the Mexican

experiencewith respect to the deterioratingcurrent account deficit (which
reached a record level of 9Z of GDP in 1982) and the mounting external debt.
The inflationarysituation started,however, to deterioratemuch earlier than
in Mexico. After a plateau of about 401 annual inflationin 1974-78 inflation
acceleratedto around 75-85Z in 1979-80 and to 100l in 1981-82. In these two
years the operationalbudget deficit-/ increased,reaching 81 of GDP in 1982
(Table 6b).
In order to deal with these difficultiesBrazil undertook in 1983-4
a stabilizationprogram supportedby an extendedagreementwith the IMF. The
reduction in the budget deficit was the key element in the program which was
intendedto cut in half the current account deficit and reduce the inflation
rate to 40Z in 1984 and to 201 (annually)in 1985.
.TL

p

war scesful

the operationalfiscal
iinreiducing

deficit from 8.31 of GDP in 1982 to 2.7Z in 1984, which constituteda drastic
change by any standard. However the results were quite similar to the Mexican
experience. The current account deficit fell dramaticallyfrom 8.91 of GDP in

1/ CPI (withinyear) inflationexceeded 10OZ in 1986.
2/ Defined as public sector borrowing requirementsnet of "monetary
correction."
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1982 to 3.7X in 1983 and turned to small surplus in 1984. However, annual
inflationdoubled (1) rising from around 100X in 1981-82 to 2002 in 1984 and
1985.
The foregoingexamplesdemonstrateclearly that a deep cut in, or
eliminationof, the operationalbudget deficit is not a sufficientcondition
for stopping inflation. One may speculatewhether a persistentpolicy of this
type could reduce inflationgradually in the long run. The fact that
inflation seems to have risen to a new plateau!'does not point to this
direction.Recall that there is no theoreticalnecessity for inflation to be
influencedby a budget cut which is not accompaniedby nominal policies. In
any event, it is quite clear that the reaction of inflationto a sharp budget
cut is entirelydifferent from the Bolivian case.
We still have to explain what is it that caused inflation to move
opposite to the budget cut and what kept it at the new level. As for the
first question the answer seems to lie in the fact that the main objective of
these programswas to deal with the external crisis rather than with
inflation. Not only were the authoritieswilling to accept larger inflation,
but in fact the accelerationin inflationserved as a tool to reduce the real
wage in order to improve the current account.
Table 6 shows clearly that both countries stepped up the rate of
nominal devaluationdramatically,which led to an outburstof inflationand
eroded the real wage rst

significantly,especiallyin Mexico. This in turn

helped improvedthe current account in two ways -- by increasing

1/ In Brazil inflationfell temporarilyin 1986 due to price controls
implemented in the Cruzado plan.
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competitivenessand by reducing aggregateprivate consumption.l/ This is a
typical case where the accelerationin inflationwas not related to a fiscal
objective. The increasein inflation,which had its origin in the faster
devaluationof the exchange rates was an importantelement in the adjustment
process.
The next question is whether a one time reduction in the real wage
should be associatedwith an increasein the inflation (and devaluation)
plateau rather than with a one-time jump in prices. When there is formal (as
in Brazil) or informal (as in Mexico) backwardlooking indexationin which
nominal wages are fully adjusted according to past inflation,a one time
change in the price level will only have a temporaryeffect on real wages. On
the other hand, an increase in the rate of inflationwill reduce them
permanentlythrough an accelerationin the deteriorationof the purchasing
power of wages over the period.2/ Indeed, with full3/ backward indexation,a
rise in the inflationplateau can become the only mechanism to bring down the
real wage.

1/ Note that the erosion of the real wage in the foregoingmanner relates to
real wages in terms of consumableswhich is the relevantconcept from the
point of view of affecting absorption. In the presenceof non-traded
goods this is a different concept than the real wage in terms of
tradeables,which is the relevantconcept from the point of view of
competitiveness. It is assumed that the contractionaryfiscal policy
which leads to a reduction in the trade deficit requires, in equilibrium,
a redaction in both types of real wages, jointly with a real depreciation
of the exchangerate.
2/ In this case full backward indexationis not sufficientto maintain the
purchasingpower of the real wage as is conventionallymeasured (i.e.,
w/p). Awbetter way to measure real wages is to add the erosion in
wages (r-) to the standarddefinition. This, of course, assumes that the
frequenc of the wage adjustmentdoes not change with inflation. (For a
(continuednext page)
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We refer to the Mexican 'ase as one where the budget cut was not
accompaniedby adjustmentsin nominal targets. This is not quite accurate.
It can be seen in Table 6 that in 1984 there was an attempt to slow down the
rate of devaluation. However, this was abandoned in the following years. In
fact the steppingup of devaluation in 1986 and the correspondingerosion of
the real wage are once again a response to the deteriorationof the current
account and to the renewed emphasison externaladjustmentwhich dominated the
design of policy in 1985-86. We therefore consider the 1982-86 period as a
whole as one where fiscal contractionwas not associatedwith a systematic
policy of slowing down the rate of devaluation.
What is it that keeps inflationat the new level? First, since
inflationplays the role of an equilibratingmechanism,a reduction in
inflationwill disrupt equilibriumin the external sector by raising real
wages. Therefore slowing down the rate of devaluationwill not appear as
credibleand will make domestic prices more rigid downward. Some mechanism of
this kind might have worked in 1984 in Mexico when the real exchange rate
dropped below a sustainablelevel.
(continuedfrom last page)
2/ more thoroughdiscussionof this see Lopez and Bacha (1983).JIf the
frequencyof wage adjustmentincreases,as is often the case followinga
big nominal shock, then the equilibratinglevel of inflationmust rise
even more. In fact in Mexico the frequencyof wage adjustments increased
from twice a year in 1982-85 to three, and later to four times a year.
See also Ablin (1985) for an applicationto the Israeli experience.
3/ In Mexico the wage compensationlagged behind actual inflation in 1982-83
but approachedfull compensationlater. We may note that with permanently
partial compensationthe developmentswill be similar to those described
in the text in the medium run but not necessarilyin the long run.
However,if the process is protractedthen the basic level of inflationary
expectationsmay be raised in the course of the adjustments.
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Can the new plateau be maintainedin the long run? It can be
claimed that in the longer run the base wage can be adjusted downward and the
intervalsof the catch-upadjustmentscan be lengthenedso as to enable a
reduction in inflationwithout changing the annual real wage. However, since
these processes take a long time the new level of inflationtends to entrench
itself in the basic inflationaryexpectations. The monetary system and the
paymentstechnologyadjust to the higher inflation level and support its
continuation.
Will the whole process be reversedwhen there is an improvementin
externalconditions? Not necessarily..' If the governmenthas a bias against
applying strong nominal anchors then inflationaryexpectationswill tend to be
asymmetrical,exhibitingdownward rigidity. Some evidence in this point is
providedby the reactionof Brazil and Israel to major external shocks. As
Figure 2 shows the positivereaction of inflationto the two oil shocks (in
1974 and 1979) was not offset by a fall in the inflationplateau in the
interveningperiod when the terms of trade improved.2/
What lessons can be drawn from these experiencesfor future
stabilizations? The main lesson is that it is essentialthat stabilization
programs should supplementthe fiscal measures by appropriatenominal

l/ Note that an increase in the real wage, (which is warrented by market
conditions)can be accomplishedby a one time upward adjustmentin the
nominal (base) wage rather than by slowing down of inflation. This option
is not open for a reduction in the real wage if nominal wages are rigid
downward.
2/ There were of course various other developmentsthat affected the rate of
inflationover these years, the full analysisof which is outside the
scope of this paper.
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anchors. This is not an easy task, as the following discussionwill make
amply clear. It is even a more difficult undertakingin a state of balance of
payments difficulties. Under a given scheme of wage indexationa reduction in
inflation (impliedby using nominal anchors)will raise the real wage, which
will not be consistentwith dealing with the external disequilibrium.
It is clear therefore that in the foregoing situation the
stabilizationprogram requireschanging the rules of wage setting, so that a
reduction in the real wage could be achieved jointly with controlling
inflation. This is in fact what Chile did in 1982 by deindexingwages and by
introducinggreater flexibilityin the real wage through the eliminationof
the "wage floor" establishedby the 1979 legislation. In other political
environmentsthe foregoingpoliciesmay not be feasibleexcept within a
frameworkof some heterodox package to which we shall refer briefly in the
final section.
3. The Fiscal-MonetaryCombination
We have just noted that fiscal policy by itself cannot provide the
nominal anchor which is needed for stabilization. We also know that the
central bank could eventuallybring about price stabilityif it would
discontinuethe accommodationof inflation

through the quasi-fi£calc nial.

However, it is argued that such a step would cause excessiveunemploymentwhen
-there are strong inertialforces in the inflationaryprocess.
The fact that it is difficult to find examplesof a serious monetary
crunch in chronic inflationcountriescan be interpretedin two ways. On the
one hand one may argue that this is an indirectproof of the existenceof
inertia,since the governmentsare afraid to risk massive unemployment. On
the other hand, it can be argued (by monetarists)that this indicates that the
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governmentdoes not appreciatethe role of money in the inflationaryprocess
and is thereforereluctant to apply strict monetary measures. Had the
government tried seriously to practice monetary restraint the inertia thesis
might be repudiated.
a.

The Chilean Experiment
Among the few cases where the governmentapplied a fairly persistent

monetary crunch in the face of acceleratinginflation is the Chilean
stabilizationof 1974-5, followingthe overthrow of the Allende regime amidst
severe economic imbalances. The monetary crunch was part of a comprehensive
stabilizationprogram which includeda most drastic cut in the budget deficit
-- from 25% of GDP in 1973 to 10.5% in 1974 and 2.6 in 1975 (see Table 7a).
It is because these policieswere followed in a persistentand
decisivemanner by a tough military regime which embraceda free market
philosophythat this program stands out as a classicalorthodox
stabilization. The Chilean stabilizationseems thereforeto provide one of
those rare cases of a social experimentwhere we can test the efficiencyof
the orthodoxfiscal-monetarypackage in chronic-inflationcountries.
The results of this experiment,(and related experimentsin the
Southern

Cone) are documentedin many studies. Among the more recentones are

the contributionsof Foxley (1983), Corbo (1983), Ramos (1986) and Edwards
(1987) on which we draw heavily. As is well known the results of the fiscalmonetary phase of the Chilean experiment(where the exchangerate policy was
basicallyto maintain PPP) were quite disappointingfrom the orthodoxmonetaristpoint of view.
During this phase which lasted from September1973 to June 1976 the
danger of hyperinflationwas averted. However, inflationwhich reached 500%
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in 1973 did not fall below 250Z (annualized)at the end of this period. This
sluggishnessof inflationwas accompaniedby a dramatic rise in unemployment(from 4.6Z in 1973 to 16.8Z in 1975) while real GNP fell 14.4 Z in 1975 (see
Table 7a).
These results should be clearly very disturbingfor the
monetarists. Surely the severe cut in the budget deficit cannot be denied but
some doubts were raised with respect to the existence of a monetary crunch in
view of the fact that the nominal money supply continued to rise at high rates
[Harberger(1981)]. However, the relevantquestion is whether monetary growth
was contractionaryrelativeto the force of inflationaryinertia.
The data on the ratio of M2 to CNP can throw some light on this
question. Table 7a shows that this ratio fell dramaticallyin the 1974-76
period. Note also that during this period the ratio did not change much in
spite of the fact that inflationfell gradually. A fall in inflationleads to
an increase in money demand. This constitutesindirectevidenceof a monetary
crunch.
It should also be noted that when prices were deregulatedin the
last quarter of 1973 consumerprices rose (on a quarterlybasis) by 128.5%
while M2 rose only 45.7% (Fozley (1983), Table 8]. *Thus, there can be little
doubt that monetary policy was highly non-accommodativefrom the start
relative to the sluggishinflation. This is also the evaluctionof Foxley
(1983) who attributesthe recessionwhich developed in 1974 towards the
beginning of 1975 to the foregoingmonetary crunch (Foxley,op. cit., p. 53).

1/ The contractionarypolicieswhich increasedunemploymentwere motivated
not only by disinflationbut also by the deteriorationin the external
position in the end of 1974.
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In spite of the monetary crunch and the reduction in the budget
deficit, inflation stabilizedin 1974 around 45Z per quarter which is an
indicationof considerablerigidity. The continued rigidityof inflation in
1975 is often attributedto the consequencesof the sharp fall in the price of
copper in the end of 1974 which induced large devaluationsin the beginning of
1975.
It should be pointed out, however, that the governmentundertook a
severe cut in the fiscal deficit in conjunctionwith the levaluations. The
sharp reduction in the fiscal deficit in 1975 includeda cut of 27X in real
governmentexpenditures(Foxley op. cit., p. 55). Since the fiscal side
supportedthe devaluationsthere was in principleno need for the latter to
slow down the reduction of inflation,were it not for the inertialforces.
This is speciallythe case in view of the continuedpolicy of tight money
during 1975 (accordingto the evaluationof Edwards, op. cit., pp. 31-33).
Thus, the results of this case stand out in sharp contrastwith the Bolivian
experimentwhere, in spite of the severe external shock during the
stabilization,control over inflationwas reestablishedvery rapidly.
Another approach to the price sluggishness[Foxley (1983)] is based
on the rationalbehaviorof oligopolisticfirms in an environmentof
uncertaintyconcerninggovernmentpoliciesand the reactionsof the
competitors. It is argued that the reaction to demand-basedstabilization
tends to be sluggishbecause of the absence of clear signaling. A somewhat
related argumentwas advancedby Dornbuschand Simonsen (1986) who point out
that firms may adopt a "wait and see" policy which will slow down the
adjustmentprocess.
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With all the sluggishnessof the price responsewe should not forget
that inflationwas coming down in Chile, albeit slowly. In this respect the
policieswere more effective than the experiercesof Brazil and Mexico in the
1980s where inflationadvanced to a new plateau following the stabilization
shock (combinedwith an external crisis). This differenceis probably
attributableto the fact that the Chilean experimentimplementeda monetary
crunch which provided some nominal anchor for inflationwhile this was not the
case in the other experiments.
b.

Argentina 1976-8
In the correspondingArgentinianexperiment,following the overthow

of the Peronistgovernment,the fiscal-monetarystage lasted two years,
startingApril 1976 [see Ramos (1986)]. During the last year of the latter
governmentinflationwas raging at about 450% in annual terms.
The policiesof the new military regine were directed by Martinez de
Hoz who initiateda stabilizationpolicy based on a sharp budget cut (reducing
the public sector deficit from 10% of GDP in 1975 to 3% in 1977, according to
Ramos (1986)1.!/ This was accompaniedby tighteningof monetary policy in
1976 and in the first half of 1977 which is reflectedby a drop in the M2 /GNP
ratio (see Table 7.b). Examinationof quarterlydata reveals that while
inflationfell considerablywith the initiationof Martinez de Hoz policies
real M2 did not increaseas expected, indicatinga contractionarymonetary
policy.

1/ According to de Pablo and Martinez' (1937) data, the public sector deficit
was reduced from 15.61 in 1975 to 5% in 1977. Excluding interestpayments
the figuresare 14.9Z and 3.9% for these two years.
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The fiscal-monetarystage of Martinezde Hoz policieswas quite
successfulin reducing the rate of inflationimmediatelyfrom 500% to around
150% (annual)with a relativelysmall cost in terms of unemployment(see Table
7.b). This looks much more favorablethan the Chilean experience. This
success is attributableto a large extent to the nominal anchors which were
applied during this stage. These included,in additionto contractionary
monetary policy, the impositionof severe controlson nominal wages (which
reduced real wages by about 30% in 1976). We should also point out that the
undervaluationof the exchangerate towards the end of the Peronist regime
enabled Martinez de Hoz to slow down the rate of nominal devaluationduring
the early stage of this program.
Two conclusionsemerge from this phase. First, the use of nominal
anchors is essential in making the budget cut effective in reducing
inflation. Second, in spite of the comprehensivepolicy (which also included
an attempt of using income policiesfor four months) inflation stayed at a
plateau of 150% (annually). Thus whilceboth the Chilean and Argentinian
stabilization(during the fiscal-monetarystage) succeededin averting
hyperinflationthey could not reduce inflationto low levels.
Can this failure be attributedto an insufficientcut in the budget
deficit? While this may have been the case, it is not immediatelyobvious why
the sharp initial cut in the budget deficit should not make the fiscal policy
credible. It should be noted that to the extent that the governmenthas the
possibilityof financingits deficit through bonds, price stabilitydoes not
require a balancedbudget in every period but rather over a long time horizon.
As a further indicationof downwardrigidityof inflationwe should
point out that the 150% inflationwas far above the 30% level which preceded
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the Peronist regime. This seems to indicatethe existence of a ratchet
effect, since the size of the public deficit (relativeto GNP) was about the
same as in the early 1970s and there was ne sign of a deteriorationin the
external accountsas measured by the external debt relative to exports.
It is because of dissatisfactionwith the slow pace of price
adjustmentunder the fiscal-monetarypackage that SouthernCone countries
switched in the second part of the 1970s to exchange rate based stabilization
(Ramos, op. cit.). A similar switch took place in other stabilizationsas
well (for example, in the Frondizistabilizationin Argentina in 1959 (to be
discussed later)).

4. ExchangeRate Based Stabilization
a.

General Considerations
By an exchange rate based stabilizationwe mean a policy designedto

reduce inflationby using a package with the fiscal adjustmentas the main
real policy variableand the exchange rate as the main nominal anchor. This
does not mean necessarilythat the exchange rate is to be fixed. A low
crawlingpeg or a gradually reduced rate of devaluationin the Tablita fashion
will also serve the purpose of providinga nominal anchor as long as it is
determinedas an exogenouspolicy parameter. However, for the sake of
simplicity,we shall focus in the followingtheoreticaldiscussionon the
fixed exchange rate case.
The fiscal support for the exchangerate based stabilizationis
essential. This is especiallythe case because money tends to become
endogenous,dependingon the degree of capital mobility. However, fixing the
exchange rate can be maintainedfor a while, causing a reductionin inflation,
even without fiscal support. Moreover, the l.aitialincreasein international
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reservesas a result of capital imports,following the increasein the demand
for money creates a deceptiveimpressionof success. In addition, no
recessionaryside effects emerge as in the case of using the monetary
anchor. However,when the exchangerate is fixed in the foregoingscenario
the costs appear at a later stage, involvingan eventual loss of reservesand
a possiblebalance of paymentscrisis. The analysis of using the exchange
rate as a nominal anchor must thereforefocus on issues of sustainability.
From the fiscal point of view, sustainabilityof a fixed exchange
rate stabilization,as of any other stabilizationpolicy, requires
government'slong term solvency. This means that the program should not
induce a rate of growth of public debt which exceeds in the long run the real
interestratei

The special feature of exchange rate stabilizationis that

solvencyshould be achievedwithout inflation tax generated by devaluations.
Lack of solvency implies that the governmentdoes not Intend to repay its debt
and thereforethis situationmust lead to some form of crisis in the asset
markets which can be expectedto take the shape of a run on the central bank's
reserves.
However, since solvency involveslong term fiscal policies, its
existenceis a matter of conjecture. In this type of situation,it is natural
for agents (domesticcitizens,foreign banks, etc.) to set some limits on the
size of public borrowingwhich is still deemed consistentwith solvency2/
The lower is the credibilityin fiscal solvency, the tighter the limits. In
particular,a low degree of fiscal credibilitywill reduce the maximal level

1/ See discussionin Helpman and Leiderman (1987).
2/ In principlethis is similar to the public's reactionto a central bank
which can conceal its intentions [see Canzonery (1985)1.
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of net foreign indebtednessof the central bank, thus puttinga strain on
ianaging the fixed exchange rate. Hence sustainabilityrequiresnot only
potentialsolvency (which cannot be verified ln practlce)but also the
conformitywith some 'liquiditylimits." It is the existenceof these limits
which explains why fiscal disciplineis essentialnot only in the long run but
In the short run as well.
An unsustainableprogram, from the fiscal point of view, is one ehich
is bound to hit the foregoinglimits. The literatureon balance of payments
crises [followingKrugman's(1979) seminal paper] Ls of this variety. In view
of the numerous failures
whether

of exchangerate based stabilizations,
we ust

ask

lack of fiscal supportwas the basic cause for the failures? As we

shall see the answer is not always so simple.
An exchangerate stabilizationprogram say also fail because of
other reasons. Considerthe case of inertia due to backwardlooking
indexationor staggerednominal contracts. This factor by Itself will cause a
real appreciationin the early phase of stabilizationwhich may generate a
cycle of capital inflowsand out lows with a potentialof creatinga balance
of payments crisis-all
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accommodateby devaluation. This is another form of interactionbetween
inertia and lack of credibilitywhich may ruin the stabilizationeffort.
As an introductionto the analysisof the data let us consider first
the nominal and real effects of a temporaryexchange rate stabilizationpolicy
which is unsustainablebecause of insufficientreductionin the budget
deficit. Assume that the foregoingphase (Stage I) is followedby a switch of
policieswhich leads to a sustainablesituation (Stage II). In infinite
horizon Ricardianmodels pegging the nominal exchange rate in Stage I will not
cause by itself any variationin the real exchange rate within this interval
and thereforethe price level can be fully stabilizedduring this stage [as is
implicitin the models of Drazen and Helpman (1987), Obstfeld (1985) and Calvo
(1987) when exogenousreal variablesare static].
This will not be the case, however, in non-Ricardianmodels
Continuedbudget deficitsduring Stage I will increase the public'sassets
(not fully offset by future taxes). This will in turn increasedemand for
domesticgoods, causing a real appreciationand continuationof inflation in
non-tradeables.
The effect of a (fiscally)unsustainablestabilizationon the level
of real variables,in infinitehorizon models, is not clear cut. As Drazen
and Helpman point out, the effect in Stage I depends-onthe nature of.the
policies in Stage II. For example,a current account deficit will emerge in
Stage I if the budget is to be balancedeventuallyby a cut in government's
expenditureson traded goods (as requiredby the intertemporalexternal

1/ This includesmodels of the Krugman (1979) type, as well as finite horizon
models of the Blanchardvariety,as for example,in Helpmanand Razin
(1988).
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balance). If, however, Stage II is based on balancing through the inflation
tax then no external imbalanceis implied for Stage I.
The latter result differs substantiallyfrom Calvo (1987) who shows
that in a similar experiment,spendingwill increasein Szage I causing a real
appreciationand a current account deficit. The reason is that in Calvo's
model (of the "cash in advance" type) real money balancesare proportionalto
consumption. hence a reduction in inflationin Stage I reduces the cost of
consumptionin this stage (via a reductionin the cost of holding money)
relativeto Stage II. Basically,it is the temporarinessof exchange rate
stabilizationwhich producesthe current account deficit in Stage I, rather
than the budget deficit itself.
A temporarystabilizationproducessimilar results in an infinite
horizon model studied by Obstfeld (1985). As in Calvo (1987) the critical
assumptionis that consumptionof goods and of liquidityservices are
complements. The intuitionseems to be that as money balancesrise, due to a
reductionin inflation,the marginalutility of consumptionincreases,while
the oppositeis true for the higher inflation period. This induces an
intertemporalsubstitutionin consumptionleading to a current account deficit
1/
in Stage I.It is interestingto note that the perceptionof the stabilization
as being temporarywill also advance the purchasetime of importeddurable

1/ While the Obstfeld-Calvomodels are very attractivewe should point out
that their results depend on the treatmentof real balancesin a
consumptioncontext only. If we consider,alternatively,real balancesas
a factor of productionthen the low inflationperiod will be characterized
by relativelyhigh output, part of which may be transferredto the high
inflationperiod through a current account surplus and accumulationof
foreign assets. Thus the productionaspect tends to offset the
consumptionaspect.
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goods (especiallyif trade restrictionsare expected in the future),
aggrevatingthe current account situation.
In myopic non-Ricardianmodels the increase in the (perceived)net
worth of the private sector, as a result of fiscal deficitswill, of course,
generate,during the stabilizationphase, a current account deficit and a real
appreciationin a more direct fashion.
What about a stabilizationwhere the budget is balancedby lump sum
taxes during the exchangerate stabilizationperiod (Stage I), but the
financingby the inflation tax is to be resumed in Stage II? In the myopic
models this will tend to stabilizedomesticpricesl/ in Stage I without
causing a current account deficit. Similar results will be obtained in
infinitehorizon models where money and goods are separable in the utility
function. However, in the Obstfeld-Calvomodels, the low-high inflationcycle
will still generatea current account deficit in Stage I. A similar effect
will hold for durable goods imports. In the presenceof long term contracts
the expectationsof higher future inflationwill also be reflected in the new
nominal contracts,thus contributingto current real appreciation.
An exchangerate based stabilizationcan be unsustainableeven with
a eonsistentlybalancedbudget, because of reasonsmentioned earlier. This
case will be discussedin section 4c, 5 and in the appendix.
We turn now to examine some importantexperimentsof exchange-ratebased stabilizationsin the light of the foregoingremarks. The experiences
of Argentina,Chile and Uruguay are particularlyilluminatingin this respect,
especiallyif you look at them from a medium to long term perspective.

I/ Assuming the startingpoint is a steady state with an inflation tax.
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Lessons from Argentina's Stabilizations
In this section we shall analyze the major exchange rate based

stabilizationsin Argentina over the past 30 years. We include only those
programswhich were combinedwith a serious cut in the budget deficit before,
or jointly with, the stabilizationof the exchangerate. It is the use of the
exchangerate as a nominal anchor in these programswhich contributedto the
positivecorrelationbetween budget cuts and inflationwhich we observe in
Figure 3, in contrastwith Mexican-Brazilianexperienceof the 1980s.
We shall briefly describe four major stabilizationprogramswhich
took place over this time span. The earliestone is the Frondizi
stabilization'/which started in the end of 1958 following an upsurge of
inflationand a deteriorationof the external position. The program started
with a fiscal monetary package and switchedin mid-1959 to a full
stabilizationof the exchange rate which was maintainedtill the beginning of
1962 when the exchange rate was devalued.Throughoutthis period, and
afterwards,the policieswere in accordancewith an IMP agreement.
The next stabilizationwas undertakenby the dictatorialmilitary
governmentof General Ongania and directedby the Finance Minister Krieger
Vasena. This was a fiscal-exchange-rate
package from the start (in early
1967) and contained significantheterodoxpolicies.2/ It was based on a
completepeg of the exchangerate till the beginningof 1970 when exchange
rate policy became more flexible.

1/ See M. Thorp (1965)

?:/

See de Pablo and Martinez (1987).
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The third stabilizationwas that of Martinez de Hoz, where the
exchange rate became the main nominal anchor with the beginning of the tablita
policy in early 1979.1/ It was abandoned in the beginningof 1981 in the
midst of a severe crisis. The last stabilizationis the Austral plan!/ which
was a heterodox fiscal-exchange-rate
package which started in June 1985 by the
Alfonsin administrationwith a completepegging of the exchange rate. The peg
was shifted to a crawl in April 1986 and price controlswere made more
flexiblefrom the middle of the year.
Figures 4 show that one common feature of all four stabilizationsin
the U-shaped pattern of the budget deficit.3/ There is always a drastic
reduction in the deficits at the beginningof the program and the fiscal
disciplineremains in effect for some time; however, at a later stage, the
budget deficit returns to, if not exceeds the, levels prevailingprior to the
plan. The reduction in the rate of devaluationis the dominatingforce in
pulling down inflation4/but this policy is always abandonedwith (or after)
the rise in the fiscal deficit. It seems hard to dispute the conclusionthat
in Argentina the basic cause for the failure of stabilizationprograms is the

1/ See Calvo (1986) and Ramos (1986).
2/ For an analysisof this plan and a comparisonwith the Israeli 1985
stabilizationprogram. see Blejer and Liviatan (1987).
3/ Deficit data are based on de Pablo and Martinez (1987). Other data World
Bank and IFS, except for Figure 4d which is based on Machinea (1987). The
deficit does not include the quasi-fiscaldeficit of the central bank.
4/ This is seen clearly in figure 4C where the deficit started rising in 1978
while inflationcontinued to be pulled down by the declining rate of
devaluation.
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inability to persist with the contractionof the fiscal deficit. This is the
main lesson from Argentina'shistory of stabiliziv-inflation.
Another feature of the programs is that in spite of the cut in the
budget deficit the current account deterioratedcontinuouslyfrom the
beginning of exchange rate stabilization,accompaniedby a reduction in the
real exchange rate and an increasein real wages. The current account fell to
negative values which points to ur.sustainability.
We may consider the deteriorationin the current account and the
real appreciationfrom three points of view--backwardlooking,myopic and
forward looking. A pattern of staggerednominal contracts inheritedfrom the
high inflationperiod will of course slow down the pace of adjustment in
domestic inflationleading to a real appreciation.
From the point of view of myopic, non-Ricardianmodels there is the
effect of an increasein the private sector'snet worth as a result of fiscal
deficitsduring the stabilizationphase leading to the aforementioned
developmentin the current account, as explained earlier. However,given the
relativelylow levels of the fiscal deficitsduring most stabilizations-/
and
the remaininginflationduring this stage, the quantitativeeffect of this
mechanismcan only be partial.
We may consideralternativelya forward looking approach based on
expectationsof a reversalof the stabilizationpolicy. This approach, based
on lack of credibilityin persistenceof fiscal policies,is appealingbecause
it correspondsto the actual experiences. Using this approachwe can envisage
several channels through which the observed phenomenacan be generated.

1/ In the Martinezde Hoz Tablita period the deficit was relativelyhigh
(Figure 4c), however,the inflationtax was not negligible.
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First there is the Obstfeld-Calvosubstitutioneffect in
consumption- which we describedearlier. Then there is the durable-imports
effect in anticipationof future devaluationand possibleimport
restrictions. There is also the effect of the new longer-termnominal
contractswhich take into account the expected increase in prices. This tends
to slow down the pace of domestic disinflationthus causing a real
appreciationwhich tends to worsen the current account (as in Keynesian open
economy models).
So far we mentioned factors that may explain the low level of she
real exchangerate during temporarydisinflation. However,we should also
take into account the continuousdecline in the real exchangerate during this
phase. This is just another way of looking at the slow rate of adjustmentin
domestic inflation,2-which has important implicationson interestrates which
in turn affect the adjustmentprocess in the course of disinflation.
When the rate of devaluationis reduced and domestic inflation
adjusts slowly there is a tendencyfor domestic interestrates to exceed the
cost of borrowing abroad if capital market do not adjust instantaneously.
This will create a tendencyfor capital inflows. Indeed, an accompanying

1/ In the Tablita period, 1979-80,consumptionwas relativelyhigh. An
increasein consumptionwas also observed in the Vasena stabilization.
2/ We attributethe origins of the slow adjustmentof domesticprices to
inertialfactors and to credibilityconsiderations. We should point out
however, that the same result concerningthe continuousfall in the real
exchangerate can be explainedby the Obstfeld (1985) model if the
announcedrate of devaluationdeclines gradually. Indeed, this fits the
Martinezde Hoz experiment,but not the other cases, where the nominal
exchangerate was fixed.
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feature of the early phase of stabilizationin all four programswere the
capital inflows. These are partly due to an increasein the demand for money
as a result of the lower level of inflationand in responseto GDP growth.
However, in addition,part of the inflowsmay have been generated by the
process of arbitrage in the presenceof Interestdifferentials(after taking
account of expecteddevaluation),as stated earlier.
With perfect capital mobility the effect of sluggishadjustmentin
domestic inflationis to reduce the domestic real interestrate in the early
phase of stabilization. This is so because under these conditionsthe
interestrate parity holds, so that i - i* +

£

where I and i* are domesticand

foreign nominal interestrates and e is the expected rate of nominal
devaluation. The domesticexpenditure-based
real interestrate is r - i

-

where r is the expenditure-weighted
expected rate of domestic inflation.
Hence, r - i* + (e -

r),i.e., r equals the foreign interestrate plus the

expected real devaluationsof the currency.i'
Now in the early stage of disinflationthe typicalprogram enjoys
credibilityfor an appropriateshort run so that e is close to the low actual
rate. Hence if ; adjusts slower then a reductionin the actual rate of
devaluationwill reduce (c - ;) causinga reduction in the real interest
rate. This, in turn, will cause an increase in consumption2/and investment
outlays,which will also increasethe level of economic activitywith a

1/ Alternatively,r - r* + (c + 1* - ;), i.e., r equals the foreign real
interest rate plus expecteddevaluationof the real exchangerate of
commoditieswhich is the price ratio of foreign and domestic
goods (w* denotes foreign inflation).
2/ The effect of the expenditure-basedreal interest rate on consumption,in
an optimizingmodel are discussed,for example,in Dornbusch (1983).
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multipliereffect. mhe latter expansionwill exacerbatethe tendenciesfor
real appreciationand a worsening of the current account.
The foregoing
fact
least

mechanismJ./ provides

a possible explanationfor the

that in all four programs the deteriorationin the current account (at
in the early

stage)

was associated

with an upsurge in the level

of

economic activityfollowingthe initiationof exchangerate stabilization(see
figure 4 lower panels).
With continuousdeteriorationof the current account and in
anticipationof fiscal relaxationthe probabilityof a maxi-devaluation
increases,raising the expectedrate of devaluation. This leads eventuallyto
a reversal

in GDP growth and to a dlimnutionin capital inflowsw2/
It

seems that

time and again

Argentina

Indulged

in unsustainable

economicexpansion in the course of the stabilizationprograms. We have shown
that this phenemenonmight be related in part to sluggishprice adjustment
which has its roots in the structureof staggeredprices and wages combined
with lack of credibilityin the sustainability of fiscal policies. In
principle these prematureexpansionscould have been checked by various fiscal
and monetary3Apolicy measures.

1/

2/

This may be strengthenedby the Obstfeld-Calvosubstitutioneffect. There
are also other influences. For example in the Frondizistabilizationthe
governmentmade efforts to encouragE direct foreignand domestic investment.
Similarmotivationsmay have affected other stabilizations.
The tendency for a reversal
in GDP growth helps to reduce the current
account deficit
but this can be more than offset by the effect of an
increased probability
of a near maxi devaluation
on the imports of durable
goods and Inventories.

3/ The latter would require controlsover capital imports.
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The fact that this course was not taken reflectsthe inability to
sustain the initial contractionaryeffortswhich characterizedall
stabilizationattempts. The failure of the programscan therefore be
attributedto the inabilityto sustain the contractionaryefforts both in the
fiscal and financialareas.
Another implicationof this analysis is that the design of the
program -- heterodox or orthodoz--

is not very importantas long as the

fiscal side is not handled properly. Proper fiscal control is thus a
necessary conditionfor the sustainabilityof any type of stabilization. In
addition, given the long history of failuresand the recurrent cycles, any new
stabilizationattempts should start by a fiscal adjustmentmuch more severe
than would otherwisebe necessary (this is the principleof overadjustment).
Finally,we should note that the debt problem and the resulting
continuouscurrent account deficit add another dimension to stabilizationin
the 1980s. Because of this precarioussituation the expectationof
devaluationsundermine any stabilizationeffort. Any serious attempt requires
a consistentstrategyto finance the service of externaldebt. We have noted
already that externalbalance is essential for domestic stabilization.
c.

The Chilean Experiment
The Chilean experiment,using the exchange-rate-based-stabilization

differs radicallyfrom the Argentinianone with respect to the role of fiscal
policy. Here the use of the exchange rate as a stabilizinginstrumentbegan
in mid 1976 [accordingto Ramos (1986)] first in the form of some discrete
revaluations,then in a tablita announcingthe future rate of devaluationand
eventually,in mid 1979, in the form of a fixed exchangerate. This policy
was accompaniedby a gradual reduction of tariffs.
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It is seen clearly in Table 7a that this policy was accompaniedby a
systematicfiscal support,with the originallysmall public sector deficit
turning gradually into a surplus in 1979-81. Thus, the eventual failure to
maintain exchangerate stabilizationcannot be explainedby the standard
fiscal argument along the lines of the Krugman (1979) model. We shall
thereforelook for alternativeexplanations.
While quarterly data show that the policy was eventuallysuccessful
in bringingdown inflationto internationallevels (see figure 5) it is
noteworthythat this took five years, with the decisive period (of pegging the
exchange rate) lasting two years. Thus, under the ezchange rate stabilization
strategyin Chile inflationexhibited the sam kind of stubbornnessas in the
fiscal-monetaryphase.
The asynchronizationbetween inflationand devaluationover the
adjustmentperiod led to a real appreciationof over 30Z with respect to 1975
and 20X with respect to 1976. Comparing 1981 with 1983, after the policy was
abandoned,we obtain again an estimateof overvaluationof around 202.1/
During the adjustmentperiod the externalpositiondeterioratedsignificantly,
causing a reversalof the policy accompaniedby a severe crisis which resulted
in an astoundingdrop of 15.7Z in real CGP in 1982 [see Edwards (1987) and
Ramos (1986) for a complete account].
One of the explanationsoffered for the sluggishreactionof
domestic prices to exchange rate stabilizationin Chile was the existence of
backward lookingwage indexation[Dornbusch(1985) and Edwards (1987)1. It is

1/ This casts some doubt on the argumentthat the appreciationof the
exchangerate representeda long term adjustment.
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easy to explain by mens of this model how the lagged convergenceof domestic
price inflationto the rate of devaluationleads in the process to an
overvaluationof the level of the real exchange rate.l/
It must be stressed,however, that this does not explain why the
classicalmechanism for external adjustmentunder a fixed exchangerate regime
failed to restore full equilibrium. In particular,according to the monetary
approach to the balance of payments a current account deficit should reduce
domesticfinancial assets which would in turn reduce domestic prices and thus
restore the external equilibrium. It seems therefore that the DornbuschEdwards approach is based implicitlyon the assumptionof a downward rigidity
in prices.
In the latter case the real exchange rate cannot adjust, and the
remainingmechanism is through a recessionalong Keynesian lines. However,
since this solutionis not satisfactory,a devaluationmust come sooner or
later. In this interpretationprice rigidityappears as a basic element in
the explanationof the need to abandon the fixed exchange rate policy.
An alternativeexplanationto the sluggishnessof inflation in Chile
is associatedwith the liberalizationof the capital markets which was part of
the stabilizationpolicies in the SouthernCone. According to this view, the
opening of capital markets to foreign inflows constitutedan exogenous
stimulusto investmentwhich led to a domesticboom. This exerted a pressure
on domesticprices which slowed down their convergenceto the rate of
devaluation [Corbo (1983) and Edwards (1987)].

1/ We may note, however,that the above developmentswill also occur in a
non-indexedeconomy where nominal wages are determinedin a setting of
staggeredcontractsof the Taylor type. The specific contributionof
backward indexationto overvaluationis thereforenot fully clear.
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However why should this cause an overvaluationof the currency?
Edwards suggeststhat the reason is due to the fact that the flow of foreign
investmenttakes place at a diminishingrate (as in stock adjustment
models). Thereforethe initial increasein domestic prices representsan
overshooting. This leaves, however, the questionof why do not domestic
prices adjust to the decliningrate of foreign investment? Again the answer
must rely on the downward rigidityof domesticprices.
It should be noted that in principle,as in the Argentiniancase,
part of the capital inflows themselvescan be explained endogenouslyin terms
of inflationaryinertia. The interactionof the latter with the reduced rate
of devaluationcreates in the early stage an interestdifferentialwhich
stimulatescapital inflows. The reduced cost of borrowing abroad can explain
part of the domesticboom which followedexchange rate stabilization. With
perfect capital mobility the foregoingconditionswill produce a reduction in
the real interestrate which will stimulatedomestic activity,as explained
earlier.
Edwards (1987) seems to rule out this kind of explanation-because
the Chilean governmentdid not permit short term capital inflows. However,
the question is whether these controlswere sufficientlystrong in view of the
considerableexcess of domestic interestrate over Libor plus devaluation.l/
The role of inflationaryrigidityin the exchange rate based
stabilizationcomes out even clearer in the case of the parallel Uruguayan
stabilizationbecause in this case the capital market was opened for shortterm capital flows from the start of the programs [Ramos (1986)]. In Uruguay

1/ On this differentialsee Ramos, op. cit. Table 8.12 and Edwards,op. cit.
Table 3-4.
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the phase of exchange rate based stabilizationtook place from the end of 1978
to the end of 1982 and was supportedthroughoutthe first three years by a
balanced budget as can be seen in Table 7c (in the fourth year the increase in
the fiscal deficit reflectsto a large extent the effect of the recession).
However, even after three years of exchange rate stabilization(in
the tablita fashion) inflationdid not fully converge.l/ The data in Table 4c
suggest that the overvaluationin this period amounted to some 30% which is of
a similarorder of magnitudeas in Chile. These developmentsare particularly
interestingin view of the fact that Uruguay did not have officialwage
indexation(although social securitypaymentswere indexed). It seems
thereforethat the sluggishprice adjustmentmust be explainedby other
factors.
One of the explanatoryfactorsX was the economic expansionof 197980 which was stimulatedby the capital inflows induced by the spread between
domesticand foreign interestrates (after taking account of the announced
depreciation). This spread itself is, however, related to the initial
sluggishnessin the adjustmentof domestic prices. Thus economic expansion
and inflationaryrigiditiesreinforce each other in the early stage of
exchange rate stabilization.
The examinationof the Uruguay case tends to strengthenthe
impressionthat the continuedovervaluationof the exchangerate, which led to
the crises of the early 1980s, cannot be fully explainedby wage indexation,

1/ This experimentis not independentof the Argentinianone. In particular
the reversal of the stabilizationpolicy in Argentina in 1981 affected the
price convergencein Uruguay.
2/ Another factor was the surge in foreign prices.
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by exogenouscapital inflows or by current fiscal deficits. In the next
section we try to look for an additionalexplanationin terms of credibility
in the process of price adjustment.
5.

Inertia,Credibilityand Exchange Rate Policy
Problemsof inertia and lack of credibility,resulting in

inflationaryrigidities,seem to have played a significantrole in orthodox
disinflationarypoliciesbased on exchange rate stabilization. Some aspects
of this problem can be analyzedwithin a simple theoreticalframeworkwhich
can also point to possiblepolicy solutions. The basic ideas can be described
by a simple diagram, leaving the formal analysis to AppendixA.
Suppose that in the original situation the economy is at the point A
in Figure 6 where the rate of devaluation is cE which equals also the rate of
inflationof non-tradeables(W). At this point the economy and the real
ezchange rate e are at their long run equilibrium. Suppose now that the rate
of devaluationis lowered to el, with B as the new long run equilibrium.
If i adjusts in a sluggishmanner because of inertia then the real
exchange rate will appreciateand the economy will move along AC. The economy
will run initiallyinto a current account deficit but, in principle,can
converge to the point B where full equilibriumis restoredwith inflationdown

1/Thus the existenceof inertia does not preclude the possibilityof

to eIc-

convergence. [This is basically the idea in the analysisof Rodriguez
(1982)1.
It should be noted, however, that convergencerequires that beyond
the point C v should overshoot its long run equilibriumin the downward
direction (i.e. w < el). If we take el , 0, as in the Chilean stabilization,
1I The foregoinganalysis assumes equalitybetween actual and expectedvalues of
it
and c.
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then it means that the economy has to go through a period of actual price
deflation. However, in an economy with an inflationarybackground,it is
quite likely that people will not believe that disinflationmay go that far.
In a model of rationalexpectationsthis lack of credibilitycannot
be resolvedwithin the foregoingframework. Thus, the economy may get stuck
at C with a continuingovervaluationrelativeto the full equilibriumlevel.
The expectationsof an impendingmaxi-devaluation
may then cause a balance of
paymentscrisis.
Are there any alternativepolicieswhich may prevent the foregoing
development? One way is to proceed in a two stage policy. In the first stage
the rate of devaluationremains at e0, while the governmentimplementsfiscal
measures. With appropriatemeasures of this nature z will come down causing
an initial real depreciationmoving the economy along AG. After buildingup a
sufficient"reserve"in terms of an undervaluedexchangerate the government
may reduce e to eI= 0 and let the economy converge to B along GB.
It is interestingto note that in all three exchange-rate-based
stabilizationsin the SouthernCone in the 1970s the governmentstried
initiallyto raise the real exchange rate and improve the external positionby
means of a monetary-fiscalpackage (Ramos [1986]). Thus, they were following
implicitlythe foregoing strategy. However, the initial adjustmentnever went
far enough to make the convergencepossible.
An alternativepossibilityis to set a less ambitiousgoal for
disinflation.'/ In this case convergencemay be possibleeven without fiscal
overadjustment,but the achievementmay also be small. It is also possible to

1/ In practice,this may include sporadicdevaluations.
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consider an appropriatemix of fiscal overadjustmentand of the desired
reduction in the rate of devaluation. If the fiscal balance is maintained in
the long run then credibilitymay be restoredand convergenceto full
stabilizationmay become possible. This might be a long road but perhaps the
only feasibleone under orthodox stabilization,since in practice the
continuedadherence to a fix exchangedid not prove to be feasible in the
stabilizationunder review.

IV. ConcludingRemarks
So far we have discussed causes for failure of stabilizationin
chronic inflationcountries. In there any case of a success in this area from
which we may draw some positive conclusionsfor stabilizationin the orthodox
way?
It seems that the only example which we can use from the past
fifteen years is Chile. In spite of the failuresof individualprograms and
the severe errors committed in their course [on this see Edwards, Ramos and
Foxley, op. cit.) it must be pointed out that chile was consistentin its
fiscal and nominal policies.
First we may note that fiscal disciplinehas been maintainedup to
this date -- with the deficit rising temporarilyonly in connectionwith the
1982 recession. Similarlynominal anchors were upheld consistently. We may
note that in 1982 formal wage indexationwas abolished -- signaling a policy
of non-accommodation.We must also point out that Chile was much more
restrainedcomparedwith Argentina in its monetary policies following the
financialcrisis of the early 1980s.
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It seems that as a result of the persistenceof these policies Chile
managed to overcome the symptomsof a chronic inflation country. This can be
inferrednot merely from the current low level of inflation (less than 15% per
year) but mainly by the speed in which it stabilizedinflationafter the big
devaluationof 1982.
The reaction to a balance of paymentscrisis has always been a most
effective test for the state of chronic inflationillness. As we have pointed
out, it is quite often the case that the foregoingcrises raise the inflation
plateau. We have seen this happen in the case of Brazil and Mexico in the
1980s. However, the reactionof Chile to a similar crisis is quite different,
with inflationremaining low in spite of sharp devaluations(Figure 5)
The first lesson which we may draw from the Chilean success is that
curing a chronic inflationby orthodoxmethods can be successfulbut the
treatmentmay take a decade or even more. During this period fiscal and
nominal disciplinemust be maintainedpersistently. It is the persistence
rather than the specificpolicies (tyFes of exchange rate or wage policies)
which is the key to the success.
The main drawbacksof this success are the low average growth rate
and the severe crises which shook the Chilean economy along the way. This
raises the question of whether the heterodox policiescan offer some better
alternative.
A basic feature of the latter approach is that in addition to the
fiscal-exchange-rate
package it uses temporarywage-pricecontrols to prevent
a major difficultyof orthodox programs-

namely the overvaluationwhich

results from sluggishadjustmentof domestic prices. However, can the
controlsovercome the sourcesof the sluggishness?
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One source of sluggishness--

-

that of lagged effects of wage

indexationcan certainlybe removed by a temporarywage-pricefreeze. The
problem of staggeredprices and wages, as a source of inertia is more
difficult to solve. Nonethelesssomething can be done in this area by creating
an initial slack in the economy. The excess supply may enable a realignment
of prices without causing much inflationarypressure.
However the most importantrole of the incomes policies is to
provide sufficienttime for the governmentto convince the private sector that
the cut in the budget deficit is sustainable. In orthodox policies lack of
credibilityrelated to the fiscal cut creates sluggishprice adjustmentwhich
leads to overvaluationand external-sectordifficulties. (This happens even
if the government'sannouncementwith respect to fiscal policy are genuine.)
Income policiesmay prevent this developmentand thus enable price
stabilizationwithout much strain from overvaluation. However, in order to be
able to use controls effectivelysome degree of slack has to be created in the
economy (Blejer and Liviatan,op. cit.).
The foregoingdiscussionsuggests that the success of heterodox
policiesrequirescontractionarymeasures, just as any other stabilization.
It is an empiricalquestionwhether these measures can cut the social cost of
adjustment. Since there is no decisivecase of a successfulheterodox
stabilizationit is hard to answer this question. However,the current
success of the Israeli stabilizationpoliciesprovide some hope in this
direction.
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Table
Bolivia
Budget
Deficit
(as x GNP)

Seigniorage
(as % GDP)

1

Annual Indicators

Inflation
Rates
(Averages)

GDP
Growth

Unemployment
Rate

Terms
of
Trade

1980

9.0

3.2

47.2

1.2

5.8

100.0

1981

7.8

1.6

28.6

-0.4

9.7

99.7

1982

14.7

12.2

133.3

-5.6

10.9

98.1

1983

19.1

10.0

269.0

-7.2

13.0

99.3

1984

27.4

15.9

1,281.4

-2.4

15.5

104.1

1985

9.1

8.8

11,749.6

-4.0

18.0

104.3

1986*

2.9

n.a.

276.3

-2.9

20.0

81.9

Source: IFS for Inflationand Seigniorage,Morales (1987b)for other
variables.
*

PreliminaryFigures
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Table 2 (Bolivia)
Week-to-WeekPercent Changes in Prices and Free Market Exchange Rates

CPI

Exchange Rate

August 5 - August 11

18.37

4.91

August 11 - August 18

8.57

2.42

August 19 - August 25

6.15

9.26

August 26 - September1

19.87

12.31

September 2 - September 8

36.82

-12.96

September 9 - September 15

-4.60

-9.78

September 16 - September 22

-0.84

-3.15

September23 - September29

-2.51

8.09

0.74

1.87

September 30 - October 6

Source: Morales (1987a)
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Table 3
Bolivia Monthl Rate of Growth
(Percentages)
Consumer
Price Indexl/
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

1984

1985

37.33
59.13
31.56
60.88
68.76
182.77
24.94
11.78
35.67
78.46
66.30
66.46

Free Market
Exchange Rate94.44
11.11
21.47
32.74
197.84
93.25
-9.19
30.66
62.68
76.87
83.80
33.52

Monetay
B-se
15.12
27.14
25.52
124.22
36.63
39.50
42.51
43.50
64.93
32.83
57.72
69.85

Beginning of StabilizationProgram
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1986

56.51
-1.86
3.20
16.80
32.96
7.95
.07
3.59
.97
4.26
1.76
.66
2.28
.58
-.11
.65

-8.02
3.01
22.01
25.55
30.56
-14.43
2.39
-1.76
1.88
-.90
-.69
.06
-.52
.57
.14
6.1

Source: Morales (1987.b)
/a Month to month changes of monthly average levels.
/b End of month to end of month changes.

46.07
15.04
-.36
48.39
-10.35
11.67
4.13
8.57
10.53
2.93
6.91
-.07
9.06
9.19
10.36
8.25
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Table 5
LRAZ
Inflation
(CPI) x

Se4gniorage
(X GDP)

A1GMf
Inflation
Seigniorage
(CPI) X
(X GDP)

1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

53
83
106
98
142
197

3.3
2.0
2.0
2.1
2.0
2.7

160
101
105
165
344
627

5.9
4.8
3.5
7.8
8.6
7.1

1985

227

2.7

672

6.5

Inflation:
Seigtorge:

BOL
Inflati4n
(CPI) X

j

SeIivlorwe
(X GDP)

20
47
29
133
269
1281

1.1
3.2
1.6
12.2
10.0
15.9

11710

8.8

Af38 averps. (IFS)
Cailaated as chma da-tg th year of ase mney divided by rnidnal GP. Fbr Artina
w used M1 instead of baae moneys1no this
better the conapt of sei&iorge
net of interest paid
bazics' reservs.
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Table 6a H=X[O

1. Grath rates (2)
GDPper capita al
Cbnuaptton per capita a/
GDPdeflator
Nbinual devaluation b/
Peal
VW6u8trial
mes
Inports

(teal)

PexstE
CperaticmaJ.Deficit/GDP
Printry Deficit/GOP
3. 1n4
R effOctie
exchanz rate
4. Cbrret Amoout (bil. US$)

1980

1981

1982

5.4
4.9
29
-4
-4.4
31.9

5.1
4.8
27
-1
1.2
20.3

-3.1
-1.4
61
114
1.9
-37.0

5.2
n/a

10.0
9.4

100
-8.1

91
-13.8

1983

1984

1985

1986

-7.6
-9.1
92
96
-26.0
-41.7

0.8
0.2
62
25
2.9
19.8

-0.1
-0.8
54
40
1.8
11.8

-1.4
-7.7
78
143
-19.2
-18.0

6.5
5.1

2.4
-5.1

2.1
-5.0

2.1
-3.3

2.7
n/a

134
-6.2

138
5.4

114
4.1

113
1.2

152
-1.3

2.

Source:

WbrldBakd

al At cmtat
b/ Effectri

prices.
exdiange rate.
Tahie 6b BRAZIL
1982

1. Omth rates (2)
GM a/
Cosumptin a/
Iports (const. prices)
GOPdefilator
Nmlnal dewahaticn b/
Ral industrial wagescJ
2. PmEmm
C 9 'deficit/GDP
3. Imbde
Real effertive ehanWe
rate
4. Cirrent account (biL US$)
Souce:
a/
b/
C/

BW

At constant prioes.
Agalnst $, maa-l awerags.
In Sao Palo.

1983

1984

1985

0.9
3.0
-6.0
93
93
7.5

-2.5
-3.0
-17.4
152
221
-8.6

5.7
2.8
-2.9
211
220
-1.4

8.3
7.1
_
235
235
6.3

8.3

4.8

2.7

4.3

100

123

-16.3

-6.8

123
-

128
-0.2

BASIC?f

Indicator
Per capita GNP

g

, whIC
Isble 7a romn
1911-1983

%ITA~

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

7.1

-2.9

-7.1

-0.7

-14.4

1.8

8.0

6.4

6.5

6.0

3.9

-15.7

-2.4

9.2
497.8
649.5
6.4
-10.5

16.8
379.2
490.3
7.1
-2.6

19.4
232.8
165.8
7.6
-2.3

18.6
113.8
64.9
10.5
-1.8

17.9
50.0
47.0
12.5
-0.8

17.7
33.4
17.7
14.6
1.7

17.4
35.1
4.7
16.2
3.1

15.6
19.7
0.0
19.6
1.7

rate

kaalqgoymmnt
rate
Inflatimn rate b/
Nominaldevaluation
Mh/GNP
Pllicoectoz-

5.7
26.7

3.7
108.3

17.0
-10.7

.7.5
-13.0

4.6
441.0
455.0
12.9
-24.7

Current acommt-

-17.8

-48.1

-19.7

12.9

-27.1

5.4

-21.8

-37.8

-26.1

-33.9

-88.4

-48.6

-26.6

119.3
91.9

108.2
96.4

80.0a/ 64.8
107.2
93.5

62.1
100.2

63.0
87.1

71.1
84.4

75.7
97.7

82.0
87.4

89.4
75.1

97.5
67.4

97.1
78.9

86.8
83.5

80.6

75.5

55.4

59.3

54.1

48.6

54.7

51.6

44.6

39.8

40.7

betwemneoternal and iternul

W?I.

alww loblex
Fal effective
e1InEe rate c/
Thrss of trade

84.7

88.3

B.sad on Rbmos(1986).
a/ Jamnry-h43st.
b/ Vard&iatis In the CPI.
c/ Ecdhazp rate vwrlAtlims deflated by the differen

28.2
9.9
30.5
31.9
-2.3

24.5
27.3
54.9
27.3
-3.8

Table 7b AEaIEIJ&

indlcator
Per capltal GN

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

2.0

0.1

1.8

4.4

-2.5

-2.1

4.7

-5.0

5.4

-0.5

-7.4

-6.8

1.2

6.6
58.9
24.5

5.3
61.2
14.6
29.6

4.0
4.8
4.5
2.3
2.0
2.8
2.8
4.5
2.6
3.4
23.3 182.5 443.2 176.1 175.5 159.5 100.8 104.5 164.8 343.8
-5.3 311.2 282.5 191.1 95.2 65.5 39.5 175.0 360.3 350.2
36.7 28.9 24.1 31.5 33.9 36.0 34.0 34.1 28.8 26.3

-3.3
-9.7

-4.7
18.9

-5.3
2.6

h rate
6.0
UTA.qdymLtrate
34.9
Tnflat1in rate al
Ntidnal devaluatkm
26.3
MG/P
Public

r

amzplunG/Q
Obirruit-e> t-

-3.1
-18.4

-10.3
-36.8

-7.2
14.3

103.4 98.3 104.4 117.9 111.1 74.7
Pa1wi index
94.9 107.3 102.7 87.8 134.2 88.5
Pal effective
/~erateW
ew±
108.1 117.3 141.8 128.7 97.1 93.1
Ibr of trade

-3.2
24.5

-2.7
-5.8

-3.6
-48.3

-8.1
-43.4

73.6 72.3
114.0 102.9

83.0
77.2

92.8
69.2

83.0
87.0

89.9

97.6

-2.8
17.1

88.9

Ebad on R s (1986)
a/ aW o CPI.
rate dwlaetk.u dfled
/ lwe

by the diffenoe

betbm eter1

a

IrAeiul

IPI.

110.3 100.2

-7.2
-27.5

-11.0
-27.4

74.1 90.8
112.9 104.1
89.1

86.8

TIble 7c IURN=Y

Indicator
ir caxi±ta GNP

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1960

1981

-0.2

-1.6

0.3

3.1

5.6

3.5

0.7

4.6

5.5

5.1

1.2

7.6
24.0

7.7
76.4

26.8
-5.8

25.5
-2.5

8.9
97.0
55.4
21.3
-1.2

8.1
77.2
39.0
20.0
-3.8

81.4
89.1
21.1
-4.3

12.7
50.7
47.7
26.7
-2.1

11.8
58.2
39.9
31.1
-1.3

10.1
44.5
28.9
38.3
-0.9

8.3
66.8
29.3
39.3
0.0

7.4
63.5
15.7
39.8
-0.3

6.6
34.1
18.7
43.6
-1.5

-28.7

13.5

4.4

-27.3

-35.9

-11.8

-21.2

-14.5

-30.4

1982
-10.3

1983
-5.3

pakh rate
U%A.loymet rate
Inflation rate a/
Nbimn dnvl atla
II2 IQIP
EIbblic-sector-

11.9
15.5
19.0
51.5
36.2 148.3
NWA 47.5
-9.1
-3.9

awpuWQNP

Ozrzut-r8accomt-

-46.9

-27.5

-15.3

-4.0

Tewag:s
hal wo index
hal effectiye
ex
YW
rateW
ITons of trade, pods
and ervlcs
Sbure:
Note:

'

105.2
92.0

87.2
113.7

85.7
97.3

85.0
93.8

77.5
108.0

75.6
115.0

69.9
114.1

66.9
111.2

64.8
94.0

65.1
90.5

69.9
86.7

69.7
100.3

55.3
123.8

102.2

109.9

139.8

106.4

80.4

78.6

84.7

89.1

9.6

94.5

89.1

87.5

78.5

WALv on the bisls of official data; gruth rate of M1Internatimud MboetaryFund, liSaab
loaxl
&Sttatlm,
AWist 1985, and atJstfml
eintboin&1982.
a/
Varlatimn In the coniamr price Index.
b/
Ehae
rate varlatiom deflated by the dff
w beter the internal and fternal bdla]e-price
index.
M2- Ml pbs savins and timn deposits.
1970-100. Year 1983 - PrelJbimnry flgwres.
Infintlcn and devwbiatim are amu2h avrnpss:
mal.

Tabl]n basd an J. Ras

(1966), Jxe
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Fimure 3

DEFICITS/GDP
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APPENDIX A

ExchangeRate Stabilizationand InflationaryInertia
The purpose of this section is to formulatea model which may help
to understandthe issues of stabilizinginflationby means of reducing the
rate of devaluationin the presenceof inflation&ryinertia. While this model
uses much of the framework of iddriguez (1982) it differs from the letter in
two respects.
First, and this is the most importantdifference,we assume rational
expectationrather than the adaptiveones assumed by Rodriquezand secondly,
we introducedomestic credit explicitly. This is part of a larger model which
includesassets as well. However,because the full model is not manageablein
diagraummautic
terms we shall confine the dynamic analysis to a partial
presentation.
Using similar framework to that of Rodriguez (1982) and applying
some modificationswe can obtain the followingmodel

t (E-v)

1T

X

e

e (c - w)

+ (I-a)

(0-r)1

( ) (-)
c - wi

+ Q (e,

(A-1)

(A-2)

with the followingnotation
w

-

expected and actual rate of inflationof nontraded goods

E

-

expectedand actual rate of nominal devaluation

u

-

rate of expansionof domesticcredit (reflectingfiscal deficits)

e

-

real exchangerate (e - E where K - nominal exchange rate and P price of nontraded goods).
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e

-

long term equilibriumreal exchangerate

Q

-

excess demand for nontradedgoods

i

dt

is the time derivative

A sign (+) or (-)

over a variable denote the sign of its partial.

X and a

are positive parameters
(A-1) says that inflationaryexpectations (w) are adjusted
according to three indicators-- the rate of devaluation,the rate of money
injectionand the current state of excess demand.
We assume that excess demand for nontradeablesis negativelyrelated
to the real rate of interest,which under perfect capital mobility is given by
r

i

+ (c - w) (1 - Y)

wherey

foreign interestrate. Since i

can be representedby

E -

is the weightof tradeables
and i* is the
and y

are constant, the real interestrate

w as in (A-1). It may be noted that v is treated as

a stace variable. E is treated as a policy parameter.(A-2) is an identity
when w representsactual inflationof nontradedgoods prices.

In a steadystatewe have c =

=-iv

and Q -

0.

The latter

equalitiesdeterminethe long term equilibriumvalue of e, which is
independentof the nominal parameters.
The case of balance of paymentscrisis arises when e is set below
p. This is inconsistentwith a steady state equilibriumand must lead to
constantloss of reserves. Since in this case it is obvious that the policy
is unsustainablelet us assume that v = e so that the exchange rate policy is
supportedby the budgetary policy. If p

=

0 we have a balancedbudget which

is essentialfor long run sustainabilityif e is set at zero.
The foregoing system is potentiallystable. Given the signs of the
partialsthe system is stable if X + Qr > 0, where Qr

0. When this

conditionis satisfied,a reductionin e (possiblyto e = 0) will eventually
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lead to a similar reduction in w (when p - e). There is no need for any
balance of payments crisis to arise since in the long run m increasesand
therefore central bank's reserveswill increase.
The phase diagram is given by Figure 5, where it is seen that a
reductionof c from eO to cI will lead to a convergentmotion along ACB (if
the solution is not oscillatory).
Let eI - 0, and suppose that people do not believe that v can
become negative, as is implied by the foregoingconvergence. If expectations
are rational this possibilitymust be excluded.
One way of dealing with this c:onstraint
is by assuming that any
trajectorybelow the w - 0 axis is irrelevant. On the latter axis itself only
a north-eastmovement is relevant. The motion along ACB will be stuck at C.
At this point the exchangerate is overvalued. The system can be extricated
from this impasse only if the policy is reversedand the rate of devaluation
is stepped up.
Is it possibleat all to attain the point B startingfrom A.?. It
seems that a strategywhich can achieve this objective is a two stage policy
which gtarts with a reduction n p holding e constantat c . We can then see
from (A-1) and (A-2) that this will cause a reduction in w and an increase in
e, implyinga movement along AG in Figure 5.
The reductionin

j

may be constructedso that at an appropriatetime

the system may continue on a trajectorythat converges to B with
e- p

=

0. This representsthe second stage when

E

is reduced to zero.

Thus, in order to converge it is necessary to start with an overadjustmentof
the budget in the sense that u < e.
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Orthodox stabilization policies -those
based
on a tight fiscal stance - are very effective in
stopping hypernflation, as in Bolivia in 1985.
The hyperinflation eliminates wage and price
inertia, and because it cannot go on for long it
makes a serious stabilization program credible.
Orthodox policies have been less successful
in countries siufferingchronic inflation. Three
types of orthodox programs can be distinguished: 1. Tight fiscal stance with no nominal
anchor for prices; 2. Tight fiscal stance with
money supply as the anchor, 3. Tight fiscal
stance with the exchange rate as the anchor.
Stabilization efforts based mainly on fiscal
tightening, as in Brazil and Mexico in the early
1980s, are ineffective, especially in the midst of
a balance of payments crisis.
What about efforts that add mnney or the
exchange rate as a basis for determining other
nominal prices? Disinflation with the money
supply as the anchor (Chile and Argentina in
the mid 1970s) or with the exchange rate as the

anchor (the tablitas in the Southem Cone) is at
best slow. In some cases inflation picks up, and
many such programs have to be abandoned
because they lack credibility.
In the long run, however, persistence and
discipline can make the orthodox approach
successful. In Chile more than a decade of fiscal
restraint and the consistent use of vanous nominal anchors eventuaUy brought inflation under
control. There nevertheless were the drawbacks
of periodic crises and low average growth along
the way.
Heterodox programs of stabilization - those
using wage and price controls - might be a
better alternative.
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